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By CHARLES SPILER
Neither rain nor snow nor

gloom of night can stop Stony
Brook crew coach Paul Dudzick
from preparing to partake in an
event quite unlike his home
sport. Perhaps some have
wondered who those "fools"
running around the loop road in
the rain were, and what they
were doing it for.

Dudzick, along with five other
members of his varsity crew
squad, will be participating in a
grueling 26-milel, 385-yard

mrton foot race to be held
May 19 around the
neighborhood of Yonkers
Raceway, which winl be
sponsoring the event. Dan

Solomon, John Brisson, Bob
Diamond, Don Merz, Eric Lieber,
and track team member Bob
Rosen will accompany Dudzick
in viewing the Yonkers vicinity.-

In order to enter the team
competition, a medical
certificate is required and an
association with either the AAU
or the NCAA is necessary;- Stony
Brook is affiliated with the
latter. A team may consist of as
many entrants as it can obtain'.
but only the times of the top
three qualifiers from each team
will -be considered for the
competition.

According to Solomon, "A
participant must complete the
amazingly grueling event under
four hours to be called a

fnser, which is an 41average
time of nine minutes, 13 seconds
a mile. " But members of the
crew team are, optimistic and are
plan~ning to maiti an eight
minute a mile pace.

Rosen, the only member of
the contingent on the track
team, is taking the race more
seriously, however, runnig
80-1Luo miles per week. He is
contemplating a two-hour,
30-minute time, and plans a 51h
minute a mile pace.

An average training day for
crew' team members now is
constituted by a nine-mile
preparation run, which will

The "quasi-judicial". di.,
financial secretary Warrei
in Hauppauge. He is chaz
44total mIsmanagement ol
(.converting of public mo
illegally set-up bank accoi
ing with $15,436.

The hearing, which is o]
request, is being adjudical
attorney at law, by agreei
Lawyer Richard Cahn an(
Association (CSEA) lawyi
Lester Lipkind. Morgan's
guilt will be conveyed to,
stration where a decision
subsequent action.

Lipkind in his opening
avoided the issues of how
handled campus finances.
emphasized that when Jo.
Diana (now Vice Presiden

y

BOB ROSEN (foreground) will be
Stony Broo~k's only non-crew team
member in May 19 marathon.

slowly increase as the starting
gunshot on May 19 approaches.
Student members competing in
the event are, according to
Dudzickl, "in good shape from
crew,," but 'the coach himself

adisthat the only possible
weak link in the group might be,
himself.

After completing a nine-mile
run for the first time in training,
Dudzick f ound himself
Stsemi-conscious."

Fin~ance and

(Continued on page 3)

PAUL DUDZICK said he had
problems with his first nine-mile run,
admitting to feeling "semi-conscious."
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SatrEdward Keed
(D Mss) is ledig i
Psdet Spio T. with a
wide margn In vote -
acrdig to a Gallup PoN
e-ed yy. e
reVed a1pret o the "Ane

whie, D "id 38

Agnew leads the Rep
Party with a -35 percent
endorsement with California'
Govemor Ronald Reagan
following with 20 percent.
Former Treasury Secretary John
Connally, chairman of
Demo rats for Mixon, was third
with 15 percent.

On Wednesday Connally
formally announced his switch
to the Republican Pary since he
thought it ms more res
to the needs and thoughts of the
people. This move was seen by
many politicians as his first step
towards the Republican
Presidential oio in 1976.

In a poll taken last f11,,
Kennedy had received 48
percent and Agnew 43 percent.

In an interview with U.S.
News and Wodd Report, Agnew

eneIy Aew O
Undecided

NATIONAL 51% 38% 11%
men 49 41 10
Women 4 3412
Wite 47 41 12
No-wite 83 8 9
CoWee47 41 12
}I Seaool 49 40 11
GradeSool 64 26 10
Under 30 7i 22 7
3049 years45 41 14
50 and older 47 43 10
B& ums and Prof l 45 44 11
Ceied and Sal 54 31 15
Manu Workers 56 34 10
Prestant 44 45 11
Cathoic 57 32 11
Republican 16 79 5
Democ atic76 16 8
IndePendent 42 39 19

said that if he decided -to run for
the Presidency in 1976, "'ll run
to win, and I can win." He also
commented that the Republican
Party might be injured if the
Watergate incident is not- cleared
up by next yeaes election.

The aompan ying chart

shows the findings a d to
major population groups. The
results are ba persona l
interviews wt 1itered
votes out of a sample of 1,529
people, 18 and over, in over 300
selected localities in the nation
during Aprl 6-9.

Ile fate of youth and
family-fare discounts on
domestic flights is
presently in doubt. on
Wednesday the Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) ordered natioal
airlines to begin phasing out
these discounts as of June 1. It
said that all discounts must end
by June 1,1974.

Next Tuesday, however, the
Senate Commerce Committee is
scheduled to begin hearings on
proposed legislation that would

mandate the youth fire. In
addition, the legislature would
reque discounts for the elderly
and handicapped.

The CAB has decided that the
airnes would be able to keep
the extra income that would be
E6.ected the price
irase. Previously the Board
has said that across-the-board
fare cuts would replace the old
discounts.

The CAB felt that the youth
and family fares are

&discriminatory" towards those
that do not qualify for the
discounts. Youth fares are
available to persons between 12
and 22 years old. Standby fares
are available to these people who
do not make reservations and
wait to take an empty seat after
the other passengers are
boarded.

Stand-by youth passengers
now pay 66.6 percent of the
regula fare, youths with
reservations pay 80 percent.
Under the family discount plan
the head of the family pays the
regular coach fare; other adults
in the party pay 75 percent; 12
to 21 year old family members
also pay 75 percent, and those
between 2 and 11 pay 66.6
percent.

The airlines will be required
to end the discounts in three
phases. On June 1 the stand-by
youth fares would increase to 78
percent of- tee regular fare, and
to 89 percent as of December 1.
On June 1, 1974 all discounts
would be elimited. Reserved
seat youth fares (which are not
available on many flights) would
be increased to 83 percent on
June 1 and 92 percent on
December 1.

In the family plan, adults and
those 12 to 21 would also
increase to 83 percent on June 1
and 92 percent on December 1.
Discounts for children under 12
would be unbued.

Kennedy Favored Over Agnew
According to N alionWide Poll

International

su i met- g i Ineland at the eNd a the Stu

11e Viet Cong yesterday Fip t d asaloon I Pet uafor a
political settlemeIt, saying pp l ran ter to the Vietnam
eire ent. idstr of State NguyenVan Heu also said he
ew nog of a be mid-may between Presidentil

adviser Henry OiMnger and Le Due Tho of Hanoi to discuss
cease-ire votios.

AmbbeJ IF, David Brwe plans to leave Sunday for
Pekin to head the U.S. ia on and open formal relations
with the ines. A Chinee Dssion has bee in Wsgn for two
weeks to set up a similr mission.

National
Students at Kent State University in Ohio held an all-night

campus vigil last night in memory of four students killed on the
campus on May 4th, 1970. The four were slain by National Guard
bullets ding a campus dem stratio n U.S. military action
iCambodia.

The House Appropriations Committee has defeated an initial
effort by wa critics to cut finds for the bombing in Cambodia. The
Committee turned back an amendment that would delete the
$430-million request to continue military operations. War critics say
if the request is approved by Congress the Amistration will have a
blank check to continue fighting. A floor fight is expected.

Former White House Aides HA. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman
met with government prosecutoas and the gtand jury ivstigating
the Watergate scandal yesterday. Haldeman and Ehrichman are
expected to meet today with the counsel for the select committee
commissioned by the Senate to in-stigte the caW.

The Washington Post says it has teamed fom executive branch
sources that former Attorney General John Mitchell approved
wiretaps on the telephones of two New York Times reporters during
the probe of Pentagon papers leaks.

A House subcommittee has voted to boost the minimum hourly
wa to $2.20 over a) one- yer period. The measure, sponsored by
Representative John Dent of Pennsylvania, also extends coverage of
the minimum wage law to nearly 6,000,000 domestic workers and
government employees.

At the Ellsberg trial in Los Angeles Federal Judge Matt Byrne had
a warning for the government prosecutor. Judge Byme said that 'the
burden is on the government" to remove any question that its
evidence in the trial has been tainted. Byme expressed his
dissatisfaction with the inadequacy of the Justice Department's-
response to his orders for an investigation of the burglary of
Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office. His statement reemphasized that he
may have no option but to declare a mistrial or dismiss all charges.

State
The nationwide energy crisis may lead to fuel rationing in New

York State. State Attorney General Louis Lefkowitz said Wednesday
that hell introduce legislation calling for the rationing of crude oil.
Lefkowitz also said that many independently owned gas stations
were being forced to dose down because of the fuel situation. He
said he would look into the records of major oil firms, suggesting
that the gas shortage isn't as serious as the large companies daim.

Local
John L. Barry, the 63-year-old Suffolk County Police

Commissioner, announced his resignation yesterday, stating that
passage of a proposed bill in Albany to unify the public employee
pension system would deprive him of substantial benefits. Barry said
he will step out at midnight Sunday. He said he will name Deputy
Commissioner Eugene Kelley to serve as Acting Comm soner until
the County Legislature approves a permanent appointee.

The State Court of Appeals overturned a lower court ruli
yesterday and declared a weighted voting plan for Nassau County is
constitutional. The state's highest court said it found "no
constitutional infirmity in the plan." The court's opinion said that it
was not suggesting that the "one man, one vote" principle be
abandoned, and that it would still "Insist that this ideal be the goal."

Sports
The New York Knicks beat the Los Angeles Lakers, 99-95, tying

tee NBA final-round playoffs at one game apiece.

Civil Aeronautics Board Orders
Ban on Youth and Family Fares

Legislature Approves
RockyS Antid rug Bill

Governor Rockefelleres anti-&ug program was passed by the
Assembly last night. The Republican majority pushed the bill
through with a vote of 80-66.

Also passed was an amendment to the bill which will ease the
penalties for first-time -or drug violators. District Attorneys will
also be allowed to make deals with small drug operators in order to
gain testimony against big-time pushers.

The bill that was passed is a modification of the Governor's
original proposal to put pushers and addicts who commit crimes in
jail with life sentences without parole.

The new plan would impose an "intermediate" life sentence for
sellers or possessors of most "hard" drugs including LSD but
excluding hashish. It does not deal with ijuana. Mandatory
prison terms, -with a minimum of one year in prison will be imposed
for all serious crimes.

New York City Police Commissioner Patrick Murphy and Deputy
Commissioner William McCarthy took a helicopter to Albany to
lobby against Rockefeller's. bill. They felt that the proposal will not
improve chances of obtaining convictions against the major drug
pushers.



Administrator's Disciplinary Hearing Begi
(Continued from pofe la)

Management), "Ibe big wind
from the midwest" (Diana was
Assistant Controller of the
University of Michigan), arrived
on campus in February, 1970,
Randall's office was
"understaffed" and that "all
pleas for additional help went
unheeded." He daims that Diana
brought in a quarter million
ddollars in pesonnel to do
Randall's job. He also noted that
Randall "voluntarily submitted
himself to intensive
interrogation" before a grand
jury as a result of University
John Toll's complaints and that
"they found no cause for further
action." Lipkind also charges
that the University has violated
Civil Service Laws.

Much of the University's case
is based on auditors' reports
(Diana identified twelve,
yesterday) commissioned by
Diana. Lipkind expects to
discredit the reports of Haskins
and Sells, an independent

By EDWARD DIAMOND
Amidst controversy and

accusations, Judiciary member
Cherry Haskins and Gershwin
Senator Mitchell Bittman
emerged yesterday as the two
candidates for Polity President.

- Next Tuesday's runoff between
-the two was necessitated after
no one candidate received a
majority of the almost 1500
votes cast.

Gary Morgenstein, eliminated
in the Presidential election by
Haskins and Bittman, claimed
that Bittman and his associates
had conducted a "slanderous
campaign against myself and
Cherry," and endorsed Haskins
in next Tuesday's election (see
related story, this page). Bittman
denied these charges, in a
statement issued yesterday
afternoon.

Elections Board Co-chairman
Don Grubman said that the
voter turnout '"wasn't any worse
and wasn't any better" than
previous elections. Grubman also
stated that there were several
voter irregularities throughout
the quadrangles.

In a related development, it
was reported yesterday that
Grubman had resigned as
Elections co-chairman, due to a
possible conflict of interest.
Grubman said that for him to be
involved in invalidating certain
SASU delegate ballots would
open himself up to charges of
bias since his suitemate Roger
Irwin, as a result of the
invalidation, became SASU
representative having received
only eight votes.

Grubman also cited the total
lack of organization of the
Election Board, including people
assigned to work elections never
showing up and people showing
up late to work. Grubman said
he was "disillusioned" with the
amount of attempted cheating
that went on during the election.

Grubman had earlier cited the
instance where Rufus Brown was
entering his own name in the
spaces provided for write-ins for

JOSEPH DIAiIA,vWlfe-'resnaem
for Finance and Management
watches the hearing procedure

nrCy on.

LEFT OUT: Gary Morgenstein
did not receive enough votes to
be 'included in Tuesday's
runoff for Polity president.

the Student Assembly, thus
making it appear that he, Brown
petitioned enough names tc
receive a line on the ballot.

The presidential candidate
vote found Haskins getting th(
largest number, 597, Bittmar

auditing firm, by iting lawsuits
against them which claim "they
violated general accounting
prinnples." In the emotional
opening statement, Lipkind said
in his complaint that Toll "has
become a prisoner of Diana" and
could not do anything but
support Dianas charges.
Ignoring the issue of Randal's
management technique, Lipkind
aid that if deviations from set

accounting techniques were
really a crime (he claims that
one-third of the 43 separate
charges against Randall are not)
"we wouldn't have enough
jails."

Even before the opening
statements were presented there
was a dispute over the proceure
to be followed. While Randall is
the one who insisted that the
hearing be open to the public,
Liplkind insisted that Diana, and
other witnesses be removed fron
the proceedings until they are
called. After lengthy discussion,
Morgan decided that witnesses
and "resource persons" could

getting 523 and Morgenstein
getting 363.

In the other rces Mark
Finkelstein beat Don Frank for
Polity Vice President 590-550.
The Polity Secretary race finds
Edie Appel opposing Steve
Bucksbaum in Tuesday's runoff,
having received 380 and 342
votes respectively, to Jerry
Fabrikant 226 and Allen
Gorin's 179.

Henry Minkoff will move up
from Junior to Senior class
representative next year, having
won his race 259-12 against
"others." Sophomore
representative Ed Spauster will
go into a runoff against Ken
Brody for Junior representative
on Tuesday, since Spauster,
while getting 11 more votes than
Brody did not receive enough
votes for a majority.

Freshman Representative Bob
(Continued on page 6)

remain in the room without
jeopardizing the fairness of the

Following the opening
statements, testimony was bheard
form Diana preceded by Gregory
B. Relly of the New York State
Civil Service Department, and
expert on job daiation. He

ned that particular job
descriptions were flexible,
"descriptive, not restrictive in
an effort to determined how
easily Randall's authrity and
function could be ltered. Later,
Diana testified that after he had
decided that Randall did not
exhibit acceptable "cash and
accounting management and
control" banks were notified
that Randal's signature was no
longer acceptable and his records
were trausferred to other offices.

Diana also expressed conern
with "closed loops"
(transactions without reviews or
signatures other than Randall's),
the alleged withholding of funds
that should have been sent to
the State Treasury, and the
purported withholding of
$47,100 from the State
Research Foundation. He also
described a University Revolving
(bank) Account which was
supposedly not mentioned in
any financial reports to Albany,
and which Diana claims was set
up illegally. The Hearing
adjourned at a pedetermined

Hussey M
Director of Student Activities

Anne Hussey, who has come
under increasing criticism from
several Polity members in recent
weeks, may be relinquishing her
post, according to Polity
Treasurer Mark Dawson.

ANNE HUSSEY: Polity
Treasurer Mark Dawson thinks
there is a "possibility" she may
retire.

Morgenstein Cries 'Slander'
"I've been slandered!"
That was Gary Morgenstein's

charge to opponent Mitchell
Bittman, after Morgenstein had
been eliminated in the contest
for Polity president. The
charges, which Bittman flatly
denied, went like this:
Morgenstein said that whenever
he did canvassing for the
election, covering areas just
covered by Bittman, he was
asked whether he was a
homosexual, or if he exposed
himself, by people who said
Bittman or his friends just told
them that.

Morgenstein, who also said
Bittman was spreading rumors
that Haskins was a member of
the Attica Brigade, was unable
to say which people had told
him of the rumors when he went
canvassing.

Haskins would not comment
about whether the Attica
Brigade charge was made by

Bittman, but denied any
membership in the Brigade.

Bittman, when he learned of
the charges that he or his friends
were conducting a smear
campaign against Morgenstein
and Haskins, categorically
denied having spread such
rumors or having supported any
friends who had.

Bittman said that each person
who worked with him canvassing
denied spreading any rumors,
except Alan Rosenberg, who
admitted to having talked with
his suitemates about
Morgenstein's having exposed
himself before Rosenberg, and
the girl with whom Morgenstein
had been going out. Morgenstein
flatly denied this.

Bittman, who was obviously
concerned about these charges,
went down to the James Pub
Wednesday night to get an
explanation from Morgenstein.
A confrontation between

Morgenstein and his supporters
and Bittman ensued in the Pub,
with Bittman's -hurried exit
greeted by a glass of beer poured
on him.

Cari Kaiser, who was in the
Pub, said he heard someone call
Morgenstein "a fag" during
canvassing, but couldn't recall
who that someone was. Steve
Saper also said he heard in Kelly
from two different people that
they had heard that Morgenstein
had exposed himself. Saper was
also unable to cite specific
people.

But Lorraine Cbase, who
campaigned victoriously for
sophomore representative, said
that when she had talked to
Bittman's campaign manager
Charles Spiler, while not
knowing who Spiler was, heard
Spiler call Morgenstein a
homosexual and say that he
[Morgenstien] had exposed

(Continued on page 6)

time. After six hours of bearings
after Diana produced a cancelled
check made out to Tinker
National Bank for $15,436
sgned by Randall ad endorsed
by Randall. The University
maintains there funds "had not
been used for University

Thee woe approximately 10
observers at yesterday's hearing
including Stony Brook CSEA
President Al Varacd who added
to the speculation that more
University administato will be

-bought into the case at various
levels. Randall said yesterday
morning, when asked about that,
"it's a matter of who did what
and who told me to what."

Several CSEA members
appeared to show their support
for Randall. Mrs. atherine
McKenna, secretary to the
chairman of the psychology
department used a day of her
personal leave time to support
who she consideres a friend and
"honest man." She has been at
Stony Brook for 10 years.
Regarding stated irregularities in
accounting methods, she believes
that this may have been due to a
"lack of time and personnel."

Resumption of the hearing is
scheduled for Wednesday, 10
a-m. at the Suffdol County
Center Planning Building
Auditorium in Hauppauge.

-Stbelbbk

Cay Leave
Dawson publicly

acknowleded that "certain
Council members are looking
into the possibility of Anne
Hussey retiring" and that "there
is a known movement to get rid
of her among certain Council
members"

He added that "there still
remans the questlon of whether
we want to fire her" and refused
to comment as to whether he,
Dawson, was personally involved
in a movement to "get rid of
her."

Hussey said, "There's nothing
to it," in response to Dawson's
comments. She had been
attacked for her handling of
student monies. This is
evidenced by the April 4
condemnation of her by the
Judiciary for her use of $1800 in
the Polity Administrative budget
for the student Carnival held last
weekend, without prior Senate
approval.

The exact job description
concerning the Director of
Student Activites is not
presently known. Last fall, the
Student Council authorized
Polity Secretary Stuart Levine to
procure a job description from
Hussey, but such a description
was never received, according to
Levine.

Acting Vice President for
-Student Affairs Robert Chason,
when asked for his reaction to
the possibility of Hussey's
leaving, forcibly or voluntarily,
said that "Mrs. Hussey has not
discussed her future plans with
me and before I comment on
any such possibility, I would like
to speak to her first."

Chason added that "it is
expected at least by me, that the
Student Council members will
act with Hussey like any other
employer e m pl o y e e
relationship. That is matters
should be handled publicly
before talking to Hussey first."
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Elections Yield Conflicts:
Runoff to Be Held Tuesday
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clms") aOd Ior In's
previous dominance In the
H-Quad vote.

Bigtis P o y
due to his reco h iya

ampus, his Winvenent in

campus politicsgprkw to itis
elecion, and his strenth t
Roth Quad. It is aso general

blevd that having one's name
Ised ft in a o
dominated neither by

persoalesnor issues is slight
adanae

W * *
Want to eamn a dola anto

dud" next Tuesday's runoff?
AS you have to do is know

the Polity quad
manager and volunteer and the
odds are that youll get the job,
as long as the wages don't bother
you too much.

Asked if be thought the
procedures for picking people to
work elections was
discrimnatory, Elections Board
Co<hairman Don Grubman said
that " had to pick the most
respse people I ew and
that "a lot of [Election Board
people had some prevxos
exeience counfing ballots."
Grubman conceded that the
only real cxiterion he could use
in selecting people is 'whether
you know theysre going to stuff
the ballot boxes or not."

Grubman also said that he
impersonallt did not decde on
the salary sae 9 anztdat since

there were no rules to go by I
had to do what was done in the
past."

* * *

Election co-chairman John
Balchunas was asked why Steve
Rabinowitz and Steve Saper
were allowed access to ballots
while being counted, when
Rabinowitz had earlier come out
in favor of Haskins and Saper
advocated Morgenstein,
Balchunas said that he didn't
think that candidate preference
was overriding in this case and
added, almost as an aside, that
yes, he Balchunas, had also
supported Morgenstein. 4
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UNION
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\ Presents

Theatre Three's Production Of

"Thraeby
Three by

Three"
(An Evening of One Act Plap)

Ieluding c

'The Diary of Adam and Eve"
by Harnick and Back c

"The Marriage Proposal" by Chekhov
&C'Tuad
"The Private Ear" by Shaffer a

Thsday, may 3 and Fiday,, May 4
< At 8:30 pm.
- in Uhe Stony Brook Union Auditorium
Si ADMISSION - FREE

-; E

COME |
to the

"RITES |

OF -
SPRING' i

TABLER |
4 QUAD I

Fri. May 4 S

Sat. May 5 j
i _ a_ w

FrP. 9 p. m.

Variety Band 5
Sat. 1 p.m. *

Booths, Games, Music s

Sat. 8 p.m. K
Movie 2,000 Motels *

Sat. 9:30 p.m. s

{, lRock Group =

2 "Daily Planet" s

kill Food, Music, ,
j 5 Lowenbrau Beer

__»»fi»»»

A Punch & Judy Follies Prod.

At the Fanny Brice Theatre
Stage XI I Cafeteria

All Shows begin at 8:00 p.m.

May 4, 5, 6

Admision Free- AU invited

For Ticket Information:
Call Steve: 6-3443

Myke: 6-5850

There will be a non-ticket holders line.

yrrm II N Iynnr IzrsoGas &IN IrI a T 6 a oT" a atfc a Deb
The Clothes Shack
22 E. Main St,.
Patchogueq N-l0
289o1118 Discount Prices

Missy and Junior Sportswear
Complete Line of: Slacks, Knit Tops, Jeans, Body Shirts,
Blouses & Shirts. Blazers. Pant Suits. Mix & Match
Coordinates.

Other Sportswear Items H ou rs

9:30-5:30

At Discount Prices M on & F r i

_ 9:30-9:00
t9909ooooo 220222oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Off the Record: Polity Election Mechanics

tU^-TwY THRUST-
YeAPPEND OTHE BAIe=m-THE "

Iinna



ACT/ON LINE
Eaty ths tfll I was almost hit by a

window! ( wa w the side on the side of the
Library facing the Socal Sienee buildn, Awidows wen open
to keep the Library ood, when all of a sudden the wdow
spua some 180 degrees around and almost bit me.) This
daNoWs situation is due to the mode by wbieh the wdows
are pITied-ny two pivots in the center-qe.,

I
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By JASON MANNE
Bad weather, poor planning,

and the "youthful ignorance of
freshmen " caused last weekend's
Spring Carnival to become what
on member of the Carnival
committee termed "a disaster."
However, the general opinion
was that students enjoyed
themselves there.

Steven Bucksbaum, chairman
of the carnival committee,
disclosed instances of confusion
and poor planning which
resulted in student theft, the
cancellation of several acts, and
the failure to remove several
hundred dollrs worth of
University property from the

arnIival area until two days after
the Carnival dosed. Busbaum
tried to put the blame for tile
confusion solely on Director of
Student Activites Anne Hussey.
Bucksbaum said "Hussey not
being there ruined it." He also
claimed that Hussey was toyin
to make him a "scapegoat" for
what went wrong at the c-nival.
Hussey orginally allocated the
funds for the arnival in a move
which the Polity Judiciary
declared unconstitutional.

Bucksbaum said that Hussey
had promised a truck to the
carnival committee for their use
on and off campus, but that the
truck he received was broken.
Consequently, he was unable to
remove several hundred dollars
worth of university chairs and
tables from the Carnival area
until Tuesday. Hussey said that
the Carnival committee just
"didn't follow through." She
expected that the "students
would be able to stand on their
own feet" and would have been
able to take care of the matter.
Hussey added that she had to
pay the Carnival committee to
remove the chairs and tables on
Tuesday.

Bucksbaum claimed that
Hussey had promised him work
crews. He complained that the
Carnival committee had to get
the stages themselves from the
Union loading dock. Hussey
dismissed this, saying that the
Carnival committee should have
been their own work crews.

Bucksbaum also claimed that
the mishal of money and
subsequent student theft
resulted bee Hussey didn't
get boxes to store the Canival
tickets. He said that there was
not an a e accounw of
tickets sold beuse there were no
boxeL Hussey said that there
were plenty of boxes in the
Polity office and -Bucksbaum
just had to get the keys.

Bucksbaum said that the poor
accountIng system had caused
student theft. He could not
estimate the amount stolen.
Although he said that '"we're
sure there was some theft" he
declined to name specific
people.

Alleging that Hussey did not
take the initiative to get Carnival
food wholesale Bucksbaum
criticized Hussey. Hussey said
that the difference in price
between the wholesale and retail
prices was not that great. She
stated that buying food retail
was a frequent practice in the
past. Hussey said she could not
estimate the difference in costs.

Hussey summarized the
situation saying, "Before I left

everything was in order." Hussey
attributed the onfusion to the
"youthful ig a of
feshmen" in deaing with
problems. The Carnival
committee was pimaily

Bucksbaum disclosed that the
art auction was cancelled
because of an error in ding
up the contracts. Paul Gajer, a
member of the Carnival
committee signed the contract
for the art auction but his name
was misspelled Paul Gagor. Wben
the auctioneers arrived they
could not fd any Paul Gagor
listed in the student iLrectory
and left. Bucksbaum sdd that
Pdlity is being sued because of
the error.

Buksaum also disdosed that
the Carnival was nery raided by
Suffolk County Police. A
stripper had been eduled for
a Saturdy night performance.
Saturday afternoon Bu um
was conronted by "over forty"
women protesting that the act
was gimmoral." Bucksbaum

and had to cancel.
Meanwhile somebody had

called the Suffolk County Police
Department. Busbum aid
that he was hed by a
member of the police who
inormed him that 10 members
of the vice squad and five

fs gents were
the Carnival. Busb was
asked if he had cancelle the
show. Answering that he had,
Busbaum was advised by the
officer to dose his gambg
wheel and start Checking IDs at
the beer stand.

According to Polity Treasurer
Mark Dawson, it will be a week
before it is known where the
Carnival stands financially.
However as dskoed that
a "preliminary f is that the
carnival ost only $800."
Dawson maintain hat this is
not bad in light of the bad
weOther and Compared to
previous Carnivals. Ho Ier, un a
peis interie Binsbu
had said he peed the rnival
to make money. Hussey felt that

When a air flow (wind) blows parallel to the Library wall a
local pressure difference is reized between the outside and
inside of the Library according to Bernoulli's equation - i.e.,

vebir f^N< L^A ^

I talked with the building mager, who refused to install
bans or take any other corrective action, saying dgt he was
waitig for the air conditioning system to be ted, at
which point all the windows wil be locked pennanently. The
force of a _ wmd is eough to open up someoe's
head (note that window can spim fuU 180 degrees before hitting

ume Iand attering Thrgss) ee is also the danger of flying
broken glass hitting students urther awy.

This problem still exists and will exist in the spring when the
windows are opened.

The air conditioning plant was to be ready by springtime,
but is now behind schedule. Action Line brought this safety
hazard to the attention of both Joseph Gantner, who is the
acting director of the Library, and Ron Siegel,. assistant
executive vice president. Gantner told us that he was aware of
the problem, and had asked that something be done about it in
the past. However, money for such a big job had not been
made available. Siegel went to check on the windows and
spent some time studying different methods of ending the
hazard. He has decided to install two sets of bars that will run
across the bottom and top of the windows so that they will be
unable to swing, but can still be cleaned. Materials have been
ordered and will hopefully be arriving by next week-. Siegel
promised to put every available maintenance man to work on
the installation of the bars.

I had parked my car in the fire lane behind Kelly in order to
unload groceies. I was only planning on being there for five
minutes. After two Jutes a Security car pulled up. I saw him
start to write out a ticket from my window and ran to explain
the situation to him. He told me that I should have left my
emergency flashers on. Is it true that you won't get a ticket if
your Dass are on?

Action Line discussed this with Security Director Kimble's
new assistant. He told us that Security will usually not
immediately ticket when fashers are on, but that the car will
either wait a few minutes or return in a few minutes to check
that the illegally parked car is gone.

Wooden barricades have been placed wound steam vents
dight next to the exit of the Kelly o f lot located acrons
the road from the quad. Thoese b1kmy" F obstuVt the view of

onoin urffic, and since there is an intperection nearZbWy, I
cosidr this a safety b hard.

Action ie contacted Ray Smith of the Physical Plant. A
supervisor was sent down to check the situation and it was
decided that cyclone fencing shoud be put up, which was
promptly done.

here aren't enough buses to and fom the dorm Why is
there an -almost totally useless route (B) which goes fom
P-Lot to South Campus only? Couldn't this route be
eliminated entirely and more buses be put on the other lines?

The Health Sciences people use this route heavily, and
complain about their poor service. The B-route runs only at
peak hours (8-10 a.m., noon-1 p.m., and 4-6 p.m.) and at other
times that bus is used on other lines. Little can be done until
the University gets more buses. Three are on order, and should
be here next semester. They will be diesel buses, and will not
break down as often as the current school buses do.

The juke box in the Union is very disturbing when one tries
to eat or talk. Is there any way of returning to having WUSB
music piped in?

The Union management is prepared to be completely
wishy-washy on the matter. At present, more students like the
juke-box than not, so it stays. If you don't like it, complain at
the Main Desk or at the Union offices on the second floor. If
enough people complain, it goes. If then enough people
complain about its going, it will return. So it goes ...

4IVAL FUN was unhampered by poor weather.

refused to cancel the act. Polity 'these things should break
President Steve Rabinowitz said even" but the important thing is
that he called Bucksbaum and that the students enjoy
informed him that he would join themselves." Dawson, Hussey and
in the protest. Later that Rabinowitz all agree that
afternoon Bucksbaum was generally the kCarnival
informed that the stripper was ill committee had done a good job.

Non-Accredited Edd Dept.
Causes Grad Job Problems

When Laurie Burstein, a
senior, majoring in elementary
education, decided to apply for
a teaching peition in South
Carolina, she found, much to her
surprise, that Stony Brook is not
approved by the National
Council for Acceditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE).
Because of this she is ftnding it
difficult to gain certification
there.

She protested this situation in
an open letter last week to
Statesman, Newsday, The N.Y.
Times, Stony Brook Education
Deparent Chairman Lawrence
Stolurow, Professor Francs
Palmer, Dr. Jo-An HaIn,
and University President John S.
Toll.

According to NCATE
Associate Diretor Doran
Christensen, Stony Brook has
never applied for accreditation.
Acknowledging this, Teacher
Certification Supervisor (at
Stoy Brook) Mortimer Kreuter
said that there is "no reason it
should have been applied for... I
don't think. it's disadvantageous
to be not accredited." He added
that the accreditation process is
"long and cumbersome" and
that New York State has
certification reciprocity with 27
states. Kreuter insists that
"no one has ever been denied"
teacher certification in a state
because New York Stanu
standards were not hig enough
W h i I e o t b e r considerations
(i.e. comparable education
programs) can be enough for

most states to grant-
certification, in some states
NCATE recognition is enough
for a graduate of that school to
teach there. NCATE has member
institutions in 31 states, and
these institutions graduate
between 80 and 90% of the
nations new teachers,
Christensen said.

Schools apply individually for
NCATE approval and must
conduct self-6tudy, provide such
a report to NCATE, and be
judged by a visiting panel before
facing final evaluation and
appeva.

AU other S.U.N.Y. (except
Binghamton) and Ctiy
University of New York teacher
prepara proas are
NCATE approved. Kreuter
explained that they are much
older institutions and that
acreditation years (before
widespread reciprocity) older
institutions and that
accreditation years ago (before
widespread reciprocity) ns
more important than now.

But Christensen insists that
NCATE is playing a "larger and
larger role in education" and
that if he were to choose a
teacher preparation school to go
to, he'd "play it safe and go to
an NCATE school" although this
doesn't mean others may also be
fine.

Meanwhile, with a scarcity of
teaching positions open in this
region many students are
searching for jobs all over the
country. -Steinbach

Spring Carnival Loses $800;

Blame Bad Weather, Management

- C-
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MED
SCHOOL

ADMISSION
PROBL-EMS?
Euromd may offer RX
via seas traing

For the session starting Fall, 19n, the Euroman Medical Students Pa e
Service, Inc. will assist qualified American students in gaining admission to rec-
og d overseas medical schools.

And tWs Just the begonig_ rolled in an American university are eligible

I -01 I4
- - - .��: - -1 7 � � �:�7 : -�, -, �: -: �- � -�� � I 1; � �

ABORT
Free PlaceM-6Emit

CONTROLLED
PARENTHOOD

Suite 55

200 W. 72nd St.

N.Y.C., N.Y.

595-4220

N. Y.C. Medicaid Accepted
Free Preg Test
A NON PROFIT

ORGANIZATION
i_ riSwfm ^ ^

� ;-,:.-, -, : �� - m . .. � I I �
mmow Io I=no I

Grand Opening

Mennella's
Discount Liquors

430-4 North Country Rd.
St. James (25A)

862-8059

Guaranteed Lowest
Liquor Prices in

Nlew York

Large Selection of Chilled

I

I , IkI
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(Continued front pap 3)
Young was denied a dance to
be sophomore repiesentaffw e,
lowing to Lnan hs
287-130.

Zuckerbro was the only
cadidate listed for Student
A of the Stte
Univesity (SASU) elepate and
won that wi 750.

Balc4ms stated that the
reason why only Student
Assembly votes were counted
for SASU and not the SASU line
a s w becaus e in several

oe-e, SASU delegate balots

were not issued, but Student
Assembl ibalots were counted
everywbere. Balhunas said that
the two, SASU and a student
assembly, were milar in nature.

Several studens had p
thatthey iedforwdbte4ns
to SASU but not Student
Assembly, only to have SASU
blots nidated Student
assembly ballots counted.

Union Governing Board
electons saw Jerry Fabrikent
and JXson Manne win resident
positions with Garry Schultz
getting one of the commuter
seats.

Ezra Riber 36 votes for Senior
president outdistancing any
other write in by over 30 votes,
thus winning that slot. Mark
Klee won the writexn for Junior
President with Billy Kay whose
name appeared on the ballot for
Sophomore President, winning
that post.

bas said tbat "what I head fom
people WON for Mitehell
we n ie e ." Levine
aknowledged that Bittman
could not be expected to control
the actions of his helpers, "bout
whatever happened," ad
LevRine, "it wasn't ethical."

Mobgenstein meanwhile also
felt that excerpts of the
Statesman presidential
candidates conference printed
on May 1, were "blatantly
biased" against him and that the
editing 'was definitely slanted in

(Coniud from pap 3)
himseld. Spler had earlier
daimed that Cbase bad told him
that Bittmn wa a idiot. Chase
denied having said this.

Spiler also categoricaly
denied ever stating h
aboue Moxro-ntein's being a
hom esexual or hs e
himself, and Spiler said that
Statesman colleaue Greg Gutes
who was with him and Chase,
could confirm his position.
Gutes later did just that.

Polity Secretary Stuart Levine

BIttm=n's direction."
Robert Tierna ,

Editor-in-chief of the pawr,
sp ded to the

that "in reporting and editing all
news stories, S n
maintains a neutral, objective
position.'

MoIe eIF has already come
out in favor of akinc m
Tuesdays runoff. Bittman has
hallengfed Haskins to a debate,

but so far, such an event seems
Unlikely.

-Ed Diod
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to participate in the Euromed program.

Perhaps most important, the Euromed Pro-
gram helps the student attain his areer
goal in the medical profession. 3-

"I would like to thank you for providing me
with the opportunity to fulfill my goal of
becoming a doctor . . . I believe that your
program holds a great deal of hope for the
future . . . in opening doors for many young
Americans . . . and in aiding the U.S. in its
critical shortage of doctors."*
*from a letter from a Euromed participant

We have helped place a number of qualified
students from New York State in recognized
medical schools overseas.

Since the language barrier constitutes the
preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a
Sreign school, the buromed program also
includes an intensive 8-12 week medical
and conversational language course, man-
datory for all students. Frne hours daby, the
course is given in the country where- the stu-
dent will attend medical school.

In addition, the European Medical Students
P--ment Service provides students with
an 8-12 week intensive cultural orienta-
tion course, with American students now
studying medicine in that particular country
serving as counselors.

Senior or graduate students currently en-

For application and further information
-~phne ofttet(516)746-2380orwwrkte...

EUROPEAN MEDICAL Students plen»nt service, icK "
3 McKinley Avenue, Albertson, heTY. 11507
*NSF_ MAILING ADDRESSUM

SCHOOL _
GRADUATION DATE CITY_ . STATER. .ZIBP

L-- ---- 1-- --- ---- -- **.******* __*

The average Navy Pilot isn't.|
No man who has mastered the flying 620-6485. Even if you've never flown

skills it takes to fly and land on a ship before, if you've got the desire, you're
at sea can be called an average pilot. And halfway there.
the sense of accomplishment and satis- SEND TO:
faction that he enjoys are also above Naval Officers Programs Office
average. Which is only right. For the man Navy Recruiting District
who would go places as a Naval Aviator 20 7W est 24th S t reet
must pass through the most challenging rNeworkNewor 10i 1 1

and demanding training program to be Gentlemen:
found anywhere. I like it. Please send more information on what it

From Aviation Officer Candidate takes to be a Naval Flight Officer.
School through Flight Training to the day
his golden Navy Wings are awarded, he Name Age. I
is tested; driven; pushed and tested
again. And for good reason. The Navy Address-I
has learned that without the will to Ciy State zip_ |
succeed, no man can be successful. t I

Which brings us to you. Do you have I Current College Year . I
what it takes to fly Navy? Send in this
couponandfindout.Ortalk B e a su c ce n T h N ew N av .
local Navy recruiter. Or, call himt Ft L _ _ _ _ _ _ J

Also, on Saturday May 5 WBAB will broadcast from
Mennella's for our - Grand Opening from 12 P.M. to

4 P.M.

Runoff NeededBittmarn Charged with Slander

Zapple
wine

$.24 FIFTH

$.46 HALF GALLON
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'"terminan" Vwa to eut off
fealbeneffits SW Indians,

"mas of whih bed been
guaranteed by treaty

fim" Trw vim-d

pain ate taem, wit the

v bm m0 niiaeng"e
-^---t A. IL ni-2Jj1 T 2-*>pTw ob p ot Uan
Only six tribes wref
_t-miatod^and th poft

wast unay rp~l by
Ptesient Nixo In 1970.

So .p_
Today, the federal

gove-nment follows the Vw or
the I -Z Court that Indians
are sov~ieign but d

Kkd ogbinI alo _ d his
book " Acr In
dkic he eolled for a lp ir~t
!ndian land base of 100 million
es. He said teat Indians

1o n fi 95 1H

United States, w Mothe fin
_»«t11C-_ - --- - *- -*_ - -**_ ._aMMuo . cbe ing a- uWe

ewenthe Indians andte
federal 7obkieir m land

land caeoyso tha the fedeval
and state WUoIernmens would
not be, able to On eaten to

""tnnmte htremervatio" to
eIndians in co l.

followed e e H
and the dene ot about 35
perons of which bs than 20
wer stud~ents.

By JONATHAN D. SALANT
Kiawa Indian Kirke

Kic dn spoke at Gray
College Tueday night on
" Native Americans in
Contemporary Society:
Wounded Knee and Beyond."
Kick touched on many
topics, giving a, hstoy of the
government's policy t Uw1d the
American Indian, and talking
about the recent events at
Wounded Knee.

Ih 'fundamental issue" of
Wounded Knee, said
Kickingbird, s otr, the
"extent of control over the
superntendent," a govnment
ofdial who has sole power to
spend ,momy, and the "ability
of tribal geent to Aes
to its ow consttuecy ."

Kickingbird has not been
inside Wounded Knee, but the
Institufor the Devlopmnt of
Indian Law, of which he is
prident, has given awyers for
_egotiationsto e uraee a
"spait of reason" ead of a

Ispnit of force."
He dompt think lht then

will be an ivsio of the
ocpied town by goement
forces, insisting ta "they (the
federal government) just can't go
In and kill 200 dn

Kickingbird declared,
"Indians don't want to see it
(the Bureau of Indian Aairs)
go," because the bureau is
"symbolic of obli sthe

US. beg to d 9" He did
sggestt much of the oney
and b of the bureau
could be d turned or to
th tribes tbe, instad of
alloay tg e the
bureau or the s rendent.

He spoke of the Indian of
hain a "cultue to Whoee to

and a tribe to blie ," stat
that the "central focus is the
tribe."

Before the d t of
the United States of Amerila,
th Indians and white Den
followed a policy of "'facf-
coexistence," acorin u to

d . $he eary U.S.
policy ms to urge the Indians to
move wt of the Mi
R*ivethat policy d r
the a Ad Iaon,
when the U.S. began a formal
removal of the tribes.

"Now De"
Fal D. Rooselt, w

be g his Nw Dea :to
America, asbo ht a
de" to the Indians, sold
Kickingbird. FDR pl to
evitalize the tribal goveres

to run the esevatios and
allcate hmoney for now
Programs. However, ffse pas
we fo<_tten when Wodld War
II broke out.

The " p urpeose of
the post-Woid War I policy,
Ki d said, was to give
Indians "fist-lass ctizesip"
but the effect of this policy of

INCONVENIENCE, OR DANGER? Some fear the tight turns by
new atposts will pove to be harmful in wet and icy wther.

By JEA N DER
The Gatehouse entrance will

soon be the only University
entrance available to drivers
between the hours of midnight
and 7 am According to
Assistant Director of Security
Kenth Sjolin, with the imminent
completion of the construction
of gates to lock off the other
roads leading on-campus, a new
attempt to reduce the amount of
campus cnme will begin.

Although the gates may be
ready for use by the end of next
week, Director of Security
Joseph Kimble maintained that
the new system will not be
operational until the end of
CbLW"$ot May- 18-Kimble said -
tha, "4We wil use the system
during the summer so we can
work out the bugs in it. The
gates will be fully operational
for the fall semester."

The purpose of the system,
according to Kimble and Sjolin,
is to limit the access to the
campus of the non-students who
they believe, on the basis of the
number of non-student arrests,
to be responsible for most of the
thefts from the University
community. In addition, the fact
that only one gate will be in use
at night will make it possible to
"seal" the campus in the event
that a suspect for theft or assault
should be attempting to make a
getaway by car.

In recent weeks, both the
suspects for a robbery in Kelly B
and a suspect for the assault on a
grl in Roth were able to flee the
campus before Security could
catch up to them.

According to the plan, at
midnight, when the last student
shift at the Gatehouse is over, a
Security officer will be stationed
there to take the license number
of every car coming on campus
(possibly by means of a camera
system) and to check the
identification of the driver. Cars
will also be checked when they
leave the campus.

There may be several bugs in
the system For example: it will
still be possible for potential
thieves to come on-campus, steal
things, put them in a car trunk,
and never be caught. According
to Kimble, searches of trunks
will not take place unless a
warrant is issued because, "We
will not violate people's

Constitutional is by
conkduhcing iHegel saesr o
vehicles."

The posts, which support the
gates, may prove dangerous to
drivers. According to
ommute, the campus buses

find it diffliact to negotiate Wee
posts at the ites of the
Loop Road and the road to PNot
South. Also, the posts may limit
the ability of drivens to swerve
away from an acddent or the
posts may prove d in
weather when cms e likely to
skid. According to Kimle,
Facilities lning measured the
turning radius of the buses prior
to dig the gates and he
Said that the-Abses should have
no problem in driving between
the posts. He added that, 'there
is obviously a need for the
re-education of drivers" as to the
new restricted area in which
they have to negotiate the turn.
Also, concrete islands will be
built around the gate-posts, so
that cars will not be able to
smash into the posts.

The keys to the gates may get
misplaced and a traffic jam may
result. Kimble said that
Maintenance, as well as Security,
will have keys to unlock the
gates, which must be unlocked
each morning. In addition,
Security has wire cutters to open
the gates, even in the event that
the keys to unlock the gates are
kot one morning. The
ambulance corps will also have
keys.

In summary, Rimble
commented that', Putting up
the gates is not a panacea for all
the crimes on campus. The most
important thing is what the
people in the University
community do to take care of
their own stuff."' He said that
Security views the new system as
just one more way to "'u it
(the trend of campus crime)
around."

Most residents commented
that such a security system
"couldn't hurt." "If it's done
properly, it could be the greatest
thing in the worid," said Scott
Beckman, a junior. However, he
was concerned that although the
gates may keep the campus more
secure, they might be hazardous
to drivers. Commuters seemed
to be most concerned about
the safety of the roads.

Roger Pbdps., diletor of
housig, said, 'If we con pay for
this we will. Ifwe have someone
on contract, well try and pay
through the purchasing

.procedures. It must be done
legally. If they fund it through
the college legsature, I'm not
sure whether it would be legal to
transfer funds from our accounts
to theirs."

Phelps said that the ONeill
legislature cannot allot funds for
this repair and expect to be
reimbursed. If they want the
Housing Office to pay for it,
they must wait for the office to
do the Iontraci itself.

The O0Neill Snack Bar was
dosed by Campus Fire Marshall
George Buck Sunday evening
and will not reopen for the
remainder of the term. The
snack bar was dosed because it
was in violation of the campus
fire ordinances, since the vents
leading to its grill have not been
cleaned for five years.

The violation was discovered
Satuiday night when someone in
the snack bar smelled smoke and
notified Security, said James Ho,
manager of the grill. 'They
didn't find fire, but saw the
grease and called the fire
marshals He came Sunday and

said we had to dose it."
Ho added, "Mhe vents are on

top of the grill. We never
checked them because we didn't
know they were there and were
supposed to.""

The 0vNeill college legislature
voted Sunday night to allot
$145 to have the vents cleaned
out. It will take until at least
next week, however, for a
contractor to be found and the
vents serviced. Ho and Janis
Klein, also a manager of the
snack bar, said that they would
try to get the Housing Office to
reimburse the O0Neill legislature
for repairing the vents..

Wounded Knee and Beyond

All Gates But One Will
Close at Midnight

Big Red Box May Facilitate

Intracampus Communication

There is a lage red box on the Library Mall
with cubby holes, some Wlled with flyers and other
information Stony Brook students might wish to
share with one another. The existence of this box
is due to a group of graduate students who felt
that the physical layout of the campus prohibited
people from meeting each other iformally in one
central place, and created a "sense of isoto"
They decided "the minimum we could do" to
alleviate the situation was to build the box.

They want others who feel the same to join in
crating interest in campus activates and b ing
two more such boxes on campus. They will hold a
meeting in the Union auditorium M y at 8
p.m. to discuss this.

Fire Rule Violation Called Cause

In OI"eill Senack Bar Shutdown
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iY Manhattanville College
Summer 1973

Studies in Quantity and Quality of Life SESSIONS 11 AND 11

T he Journalism Institute SESSION 11

The Publishing Institute SEssioN 111
THREE 1. e 1111-h»y 2 (7 weels
SESSIONS: 11. lwe 2S-Joy 27 (S weeks)

III Wy WAvenS 31 (S Weeks)

Manhattanville Offers:
* Day and Evening Courses in An, Music, Sciences, Humanities
* For Undergraduates, Graduates, Qualified High School Students
* Interdisciplinary Programs, Teacher's Certification Course
* Coeducation, Air-conditioned Classrooms
* Residential, Recreational and Cultural Facilities
* Summer Studies in Italy and Spain

For brochure write:
are~~Cll -:1 -'- D_-_1- ...T. x v nfqC;

I irector of Admissions, Alannattanville ollege, rurenase, IN. Y. I uZ/

F Yoga and SoCial Invoklvement'
- what does meditation have to do with

revolution ?
- why is a spiritual master persecuted and

imprisoned in India?
- how does social service relate to spiritual

progress?
A seminar by Acarya JE a -a disciple of Shrii
Shrii Anandamuitti and the Anrda Marga Yoga

\ RnniA«t, 1

Mr. Joseph Kimble, Chief of Campus Security

will be p asent at a special meeting of the Surity

Advisory Board on Wed esday, May 9th, at 8:30.

p.m. in Room 236 of she Student Union Mr.

Kim e will be avaihab at this time to disks with

the public any matters concerning security itd is

1

The Internal protection more women trust

^--~^OTltt'TilLr ̂ ^lAffltTifk^^arr.ff&^^HffliBfc ^^2Wi^i
iL Ofi n ia

I

WhlteyTs Saddlery
2503 Middle Country Road

Centereach 585-8236
OPEN MON. -SAT. 10 - 6 FRI. TIL 9:00

MEN AUTHENTIC
aC WESTERN SHIRTSLADI Famous Brands

WE CARRY ALL KINDS OF WESTERN CLOTHES
FOR MEN.WOMEN, CHILDREN

FRINGE AND LEATHER JACKETS

SADDLES, BLANKETS, BOOTS. NOVELTIES, PUBLICATIONS

BRIDLES Free Sound Movies-Okie Time Wetesa

Dorft change
your summer

If you're going to spend a
lot of this coming summer
around the water-sailing
and swimming-you'll want
the protection of Tampax
tampons.

Girls have frequently
wondered about swimming
during those difficult days.
Old-fashioned napkins
make swimming
impossible, but with
Tampax tampons the
message has always been
"Go ahead and swim."
You're dependably
Drotected internally. And
you never have to
worry about anything
showing under
swimsuits because in
protection is invisible
protection.

So don't change your
summer plans just
because your period might
interfere. Tampax tampons
let you sail, swim, water-
ski, sunbathe-just like
any other day of the month.
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PERSONAL
FIAT SHERRY tel room cor 36 lot
39 please return or reply tele Tony

TO THE MOTHER who took my
little yellow bugger: May the hatred I
have for you transmit Into your
being. HM 8390.

M.S.L. VERY sorry about Sunday.
Believe me, t'm trying VERY hard.
A.R.B.

ALEX tell Victor "'Happy Birthday"
for me - The Little Girt.

ANYONE INTERESTED and
qualified in teaching Hebrew School
1973-4, please call Annette 6-4481
(car preferable).

MR. RASHI SHAMMAI, your trip to
upper Michigan has been cancelled by
the Neglah Travel Agency.

DEAR LITTLE SUE. The world
wishes you a very happy birthday.
Love, Little Linda, Little Julie, Little
Brother Steve, Little Suzanne, Little
Jennifer and Little Eric.

Sunshine: thanks for making this
place ours, even the tile - do me.
O.C.

Dr. Richard Kunnes, M.D., street
drug expert, will speak Tuesday, May
8, 8:30 p.m., Lecture Hall 102, about
Quaaludes and ...

MARSHA PRAVOER -where are
you? Come say hello, or send photo.
Lila.

FOR SALE
LAFAYETTE LR-100 stereo receiver
50 watts, good condition, $100. Call
4-2216 days 6-5837, nights.

1966 CHEVELLE 6/cyl. needs work.
$100, call Tom 6-7521 after 9 p.m.

BUCKSKIN JACKET medium size
$35. Cal Rose Sarro 4-2283.

VOLKS POP-TOP CAMPER 1968
excellent mechanical rebuilt engine.
Clean car, best offer. 751-8187.

0-76 DEVELOPER REPLENISHER
$.85/gal. Hypo Clearing Agent $.50
per 5/gal. Larry 4389, 3690, or 6820.

SURGE TUBE LURE KIT -
Complete kit makes ten 12 Inch 2
hook surge lures. Instructions
Included. Only $5.95 + tax. Send
check or M.O. to: P&M Sporting
Goods, Box 631 Dept. K, E.
Setauket, N.Y. 117J3.

QUALITY USED PAPERBACK
BOOKS, all subjects, sold at %2
original price. (We buy and trade
paperbacks, too.) Also, macrame
suppliesi oeads handcrafted items
memorabilia. The Good Times 150
E. Main St., Port Jefferson 928-2664,
open 11 a.m. Mon-Sat.

CLAM RAKES two 20 tooth sand;
one 20 tooth mud; one 24 tooth
stainless steel. Call 473-8178, eves.

20%-40% DISCOUNT every brand
stereo equipment. Consultation
gladly given. We will undersell any
dealer. Get best quote, then call us,
Selden Hi-Fi, 732-7320 10-10 p.m.

OUTBOARD MOTOR - 50 HP Merc
and controls. Call eves 473-8178.

REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE 7
cubic foot, good condition, $25. Call
246-4694.

NEAT '63 RAMBLER 6/cyl., 2/dr.,
PS. one owner, best offer over $100.
744-0116.

FOUND Best Key, entrance of old
physics parking lot. See Jeff CHE.
326, 6-5059.

FOUND Aristo slide rule in Biology
contact Biology Office.

FOUND weekly calendar bet. Union
and Infirmary, call 4231, Joanne.

LOST make-up purse orange and
brown. If found please call Dina
269-9215.,

LOST white, Stony Brook notebook
Urgently needed for chem. test. If
found, please call Fay 6379. Thanks.

LOST 25 foot Cobra Kite near North
Gate. Please return to Ammann A22a
or call 6-5758.

NOTICES
SBU - CRAFT SHOP announces
opportunity for people to teach
ceramic classes. The Craft Shop
would like to provide you with good
basic knowledge of ceramic
techniques for those with ceramic
experience. We will help you develop
skills if you would like to apply to
teach In the fall. Contact Fred
Vonder Kuhlen, Assistant Director in
Craft Shop In person.

UNION CRAFT SHOP announces
candidates now being considered for
September jobs In graphic arts center
formerly poster shop. Ar
background emphasis on graphic
design. Submit portfolio. Contact
Fred Vonder Kuhlen In Craft Shop,
3657, 3515 for appointment.

Saturday, May 5, The Unlon's Spring
Workshops '73 program will offer
two free workshops: Planning and
Planting a Culinary Herb Garden and
The Design and Landscape of an
Ornamental Oriental Garden. For
further Information and registration
call 246-7107.

Jack Baker of Fretted Instruments
School of Folk Music, NYC, Is giving
lessons on Friday, on campus- from 1
p.m. to 6 p.m. Call 2124-75-0923
for instruction on Scruggs style banjo
and finger picking guitar.

STUDENTS WHO PRE-REGISTER-
ED for elementary student teaching
for the fall '73 will be given their
assignments Wed. 5/2/73,
Humanities Lec. Hall at 8 p.m.

Students interested in earning six
credits during Summer Session
working at Stage XIlI Day Care
Center, please contact David or Pat at
6-3375.

Traditional Creative Shabbas services
with women having equal
participation will be held every Sat.
9:30 a.m., Hillel House. For Info call
Ed 7203.

There will be traditional Shabbas
services on campus every Sat., 9:30
a.m., in Roth Cafe, Kiddish will
follow. For info call Bruce 6-7203 or
Bob 751-9749.

"STEAMBATH" May 8, 9 10 - A
Blasphemy in 2 Acts by Bruce Jay
Friedman, Slavic Cultural Center,
Main Street, Port Jeff.

Come celebrate 25th Israel
Independence Day, Roth Quad Lake
and cafeteria, 1:30 p.m.

Continue our Balteln Day party on
Saturday, May 5 and help us plant an
herb and ornamental garden in the
Union courtyard. Eat, drink and be
merry. as we combine a little herb
planting and love with fun. Planting
runs from 10-3. Let's finish the
garden and the wine.

B R O W N P A N E L E D
REFRIGERATOR - in perfect
condition being sold by graduating
seniors, originally $100. Call 7277
ask for Karen or Marsha.

OUR ALL - cold coppertone
refrigerator has done us a solid for
1Y2 years. Let It do you one. Call
246-7864.

ALLCOLD 5Y2 cubic foot
refrigerator, two years old, originally
$139.95, now $75. Call Marc 6-4149.

HOHNER ELECTRIC PIANO in
excellent condition for $225. Call
Jonny Segal 7392.

OLYMPUS FTN SLR 50mm F1.8
lens 2X adaptor $100. F51-5169
6.00 FF.00 P.M. NIkos Saligaros
Physics Room 407.

2Y2 CUBIC FOOT REFRIGERATOR
perfect condition only 3 years old.
Call Nancy 6-4380.

MOTORCYCLE 1971 Bonneville 650
c.c. excellent condition, gold, under
5000 miless $950 or best offer. Call
Garry 751:6038.

'68 SQUARE BACK VW with am-fm
radio, sunroof, rebuilt engine, $70(
or best offer. Call 246-5132 or
751-5150 eves.

VOLKS '64 recently overhauled
engine new tires asking $250, call
Ed 6:4863 206C, kelly A.

VW BUS 1966 needs new engine or
valve job, Andy 246-4849.

FOR RENT: Refrigerator for
summer rent. $30 now, $15 returned
when refrigerator returned. Call
6-5897.

HONDA 150 dream good shape;
must sell best offer; call Jack,
evenings, 744-2596.

1967 LEMANS CONVERTIBLE
great condition, . power steering,
automatic transmission, asking $650;
call Jack, evenings, 74442596.

BELT EXERCISER almost new.
When new sells for over $100, now
$70. Great when luddyd out or for
plain exercising. Bob 6-4311.

SERVICES
SPEED READING can Improve your
social Intercourse and your academrc
career. Under $4 per lesson with your
ID card. Study skills too. Learning
Foundations 724-5445.

AUTO REPAIRS tune-ups, brakes
exhaust, shocks, grease & oil, and
other repairs at high discount rates.
Call JC at 246-4205 or 6.

ABORTION AND ADOPTION
ASSISTANCE INC. A non-profit
organization. Pregrnancy tests free to
students. Pregnancy termination In
accredited facilities - low cost. For
help with your problems call
484-5660.

HAVE IBM ELECTRIC will type
reports manuscripts theses, resumes,
etc. Carl Jean 549-3762.

ALPS PRINTING *Resumes*
Flyers* Stationery* Business Cards*
Typesetting* Photo Copies. 3 Village
Plaza, Rte. 25A, E. Setauket,
751-1829.

HELP-WANTED
MOTHER NEEDS RESPONSIBLE
loving helper for active 19 month old
son, plus light household duties. Own
room, bath, color tv, private beach.
928-2727, Belle Terre.

On Friday, May 4 at 9 p.m. Henry
James Pub Is sponsoring a dance
featuring the Wombats. Hopefully it
will be held outdoors in the middle
of H-Quad. The Pub will be open and
serving for the entire dance.

Photography Contest/Exhibit. Cash
prizes. Sponsored by James College.
B & W or color prints. Deadline May
11th. Bring pictures to Mrs. Merriam
In James Malfroom (6-7782) or 'Mr.
Lefkowitz In Old Engineering 200(6"6777).

There will be a meeting of the
Science Fiction Forum on Sunday,
May 6th at 10:30 p.m. In the Science
Fiction Library, basement of
Hendrix. All old and new members
are urged to attend.

THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE has
posted May 15, 1973 as its final date
for the receipt of the 1973-74
Financial Aid applications from
currently enrolled students. This
means that the Parents Confidential
Statement and the Student's
Financial Statement must be
returned via Princeton, N.J., or
Berkeley Calif. by that date. The
Financial Aid Questionnaire and a
copy of the 1972 Federal Income
Tax Form 1040 must also be
returned to the Financial Aid Office
by that date.

There will be a final meeting of the
Stony Brook program -on
Communications In Socety on Tues.
May 8, 7:30 p.m. SW 237. All
those enrolled must attend.
Attendance will be taken. Marks will
be based on your attendance. A
Questionnaire will be given and
courses for next year will be
discussed.

The Women's Center Is having a
meting on Tues. at 8 p.m., room
213 Union, to discuss summer and
next year's activities. if you are
Interested- In partiptin or Just
finding out what Is going to be
happening, plase come. Alp women
welcome!

The STATESMAN is
interviewing people i
interested in working in 1
its Production Facility
for the 1973-1974
academic year. No prior
experience is necessary,

*though the more you
know, the better are your

*prospects. The PAY is
*GOOD. The HOURS are*
BAD. if you're
interested, contact Julian x

Shapiro, SBU 075 or call *
246-3690 by 6 p.m.,
Monday, May 7. *

* *

VOLUNTEER TO WALK for those
who want to and can't. United
Cerebral Palsy is holding its first
walkathon Sunday May 20. For
further Information and to volunteer
your services, call Phyllis Humep at
543-2200 ext. 55.

THE GREATER NEW YORK
BLOOD PROGRAM urgently needs a.
student who would be willing to
organize and be the Chair person for
a Bloodmobile visit on campus during
summer session. For further
information please contact mrs.
Marcia Gart at 289-1414 at our
Suffolk Office.

STUDENT ASSISTANTS to
distribute questionnaire May 7
through May 11 5 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
$2/hr. Call Elise Fisher, ext. 3435 1-5
p.m.

HOUSING
SUMMER SUBLET June 1-Aug. 15.
Port Jefferson 2 bedroom, patio.
Prefer grad students, $225/mo. +
utilities. 928-5631.

FURNISHED ROOMS two available
$25/weekly per person. 5 minutes
from University. Call 941-9691, after
11:30 a.m., or 5854556 eves ask for
Mary.

NEED COUPLE to share large
apartment in Port Jeff Station,
available immediately, call evenings

STUDENTS STAFF AND
FACULTY: We have the houses and
apartments (both nine months and
year rounds you are looking for. Call
A. ANTH1NY, INC., today at
744-3000. We are open evenings for
your convenience.

10 MINUTES FROM UNIVERSITY
room, bath, and food FREE In
exchange for housework, and some
babysitting, for summer and/or next
semester. Call 724-7627.

FURNISHED ROOM $85/mo.,
Includes utillties, ten minutes from
campus, kitchen privileges, privacy
Insured. 473w6178.

ROOM FOR RENT two miles from
campus. Share house with students.
Privacy assured. Summer or year long
$90 Includes utilities. Bruce
473-6178.

RENT A ROOM for the summer.
Kitchen privileges, use of private
beach. Port Jefferson, 473-9209,
evenings.

ROOM WANTED BY COUPLE
starting end of May for May and June
possibly next year, approx. $75/mo.
Contact Statesman office.

Housemate needed to share one-third
Lake Grove house, now thru June
30th. $100 rent. Call 588-7665
evenings.

LOST & FOUND
LOST one wide silver bracelet of a
sort of Indian design. Please. Lisa
6-4545.

,FOUND pair of car keys with
TAURUS sign. Call 4792.

LOST brown Safari Hat Monday nite
at 10:30 New Campus Newsreels.
Call 6-5754. Thanks.

FOUND in Poe College Kelly B one
ring of house keys. Please contact
Poe College office or Security.

LOST black glass case containing
black rimmed glasses. Bet. Surge B
and bus stop. Call 246-4696, Ken.

- Sat Night, May 5 - Trip to Israeli Night Club
(Z.A.C.H.). For info. and reservations cal
246-7203.

- Sun, May 6 - Starting 2:00, continuous
showing of films, downstairs in Roth Caf.

- Israeli Dancing, falafel and the works, and
Israeli-gifts, by Roth Pond, starting 3:00

-- - -- -

Stony Brook Film Society Presents 5 ;

i'The Shanghai Express"1>
Director - Josef won Sternberg 84 min.

Starring - Marlene Dietrich, Clive Brook
A notorious white woman known as Shanghai Lily takes a
train ride from Peking to Shanghai during a Chinese civil war. _
Exotic, voluptuously atmospheric adventure featuring one of
Oletrichis most nmgnetic performances.

Friday Night May 4
Lecture Hall Rm. 110 8&00 PM .

No A i Charge :
co-sponsored by the C.E.D. Student Gov't. !

_ . .:* "l*t±r ::l*±^:::t
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-ON-CAMPUS
EMPLOYMENT
For 1973-1974 (September throgh May)

Undegraduate Students Qnly

Application period begins May 7 at:
Student Employment Office

Room 355, Administration Building

Hours: 12:00 noon-3:00 p.m.

Telephone: Extension 6051

A. NEW PLACEMENTS
Stdns wil be _d to prionty groups the basis of finial

d evautions. Whin se groups, they will be ranked in order of

Pee come to the SEO for ns and financial fame.

B. STUDENTS CONTINUING IN A POSITION HELD, .
Students whwl dnitely ein th same posito which
h u the ing "73 o Smmer 73 _ need not apply but-
must hav i empers s it ne -Student P n eques to
the SEO before beginning wr<ki the tfo. e wth your-employer;
if m doub- apply.-
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We've got them all. A complete selection of cars-from
economical minis to fully-equipped campers;. And your
choice of any Rental, Lease or Purchase plan.

Free to every client-six lesson language course, motel
wuides, currency converters, menu translators, etc.

An exclnive bonus-we'll pick-up _ rod
your tab tor impot duty and Customs
Clearance on any car pukchased. I --

Special Teacher/Student and Extended Stay Programs.
\.ney Europe, 535 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10017. (212) 697-6780

t-or i.ree descriptive catalog contact:

Evan Rosen Campus Rep.
Benedict College Room B-114
Tel: 6-5850

P^ ^______h rMUSIC! MUSIC MUSIC?

Pf~gl D Pre-- Summer e
^yMP tfii SPECIAL '1

I i 47f3*S717 Graduato is Near: ;

To 40% DISCOUNT All Major ]Brands
Fender, Guild, Univox, Earth, Slingerland Gretsch, Ludwig.

SHEET MUSIC & BOOKS, GUITARS, _-" -
DRUMS, AMPS, WAH WAH, MIKES, ETC. : m i u t es f r o m cam p u s

; s Check Us First for Our Low Prices.
Summer Rental Proqram , Repairs * We buy/sell used instruments & equipment \

1605 Main Street, Port Jefferson, N.Y. !

B.Q&6060666f6«6666666t«4i 66 6«
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ChaChreoal
House cm

Where the H-Burgers
Are Served Super.

YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT OUR FINE
3 SERVED DAILY AT LOW PRICES.
PLETE FOUNTAIN AND TAKE OUT
(ICE.

> ~~~~~~~- 1. 1 * w--

> Open Daily 6:30 am. to 10:00 p.m. a
> Open Sunday '7.00 a.ms to 1:00 a.m. a

a Rt 25A Setauket, N.Y. 751-9624 a
iLLtL Q 0 0 9 2Q - Q WE E f I :I? :!: it ! it I Z I L kSULU

fT? Brot'hers
^^ ~~~~TRALTTO)RIA 1
A^^ k Try Superb Italian

Cuisine
a e self-service fandly restaurant

Hills Shopping Center
Nesconset Hwy.

Stony Brook 751-7411

CharmingDecor Delicious Food
___ Reasonable Prices- I

The onrifnalfamily styled

Italian restaurant on Long Island

No waiting, no tipping, serve yourself -
Italian delicacies always hot & ready to serve.

Get out & give yourself a treat today
(Not hamburgers or hot dogs)

but real Italian food for the whole family

,^ESTERDAY'S PRICES
-U TODAYrS FAST FOOD PACE (

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

tCome forth Into the light o: thing
ha nature eor .,eyu

William Wordsworth

We have, and that's why we go
through all the trouble to make
a natural beer. A beer without
additives or chemical preservatives.
For a natural Rheingold taste
you just can't find in other beers.

lnaural lUieiihiikl
NVP knonv her ywm fw asuml bewer-

O€Rheingold Breweries, Inc.- New York, N.Y & Oronge N. '



Batw--en Win 1998 35-5

Pat Strategy: Let Opponents Beat Themselqves

Patriots 2 1 0 1 1 5 9 - 19 10 6
Brooklyn 01 0 4 1 0 2 - a 6 13

KATZ (4-4) and McCuen; CONWAY.
Salopub (7)7and Bond.

CCNY 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 - 5 3 28
Patriots 1 9 6- 7 10 2 _ - 35 15 6

SAMUEL, Talley (2). Zuckewnwn (5), TaUey
(5), and Tunison; KATZ (5-4), McCuen (5), and
McCuen, Voll (5).
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By GREG GUTES
Mhey don't beat themselves" is

a line frequently used to describe
top-notch teams in any sport. It
means not maing mental errors,
not throwing the ball away, and in
general, not giving the opposition
anything more than they deserve.

On the other hand, poor teams
do beat themselves. Often. And
badly.

"You can call this game
quote-unquote "a disaster," " said
Brooklyn woments softball coach
Donna Lopiano, moments after
Stony Brook had defeated her
team, 19-8.

"My reaction is that the girls are
not together," understated CCNY
coach Janie Fagelbaum in the sixth
inning of her team's 35-5 beating
by the Patriots.

Big Giveaway
It wasn't just the way that Stony

Brook won the two games, played
on Monday and Tuesday. It was the
way that their olppheite handed
the wiito them on a platter. After
all, yoWVouldn't really expect 25
hits to give you 54 runs.

Against Brooklyn, (who Stony
Brook also had beaten the day
before, 16-4), the Patriots received
13 walks, with 12 of them issued
by starter May Conway. Brooklyn
also- committed -13 errors. But that

was nothing compared to the game
against CCNY.

In a fare that began 50 minutes
late and lasted an even 21h hours,
thee CCNY pitchers gave up 19
walks, with nine of them oming
before a Patriot had been refired in
the second inning. It wasn't too
hard to figure out why the three
pitchers were so reluctant to pitch
to Stony Brook, though. The
Beavers also committed 28-lead
28--emrs. And they laughed
before, during, and after each one.

"Their attitude stinks. It really
takes a lot out of the game," said
umpire Arlene Norton. She and her
fellow umpire probably derived the
least enjoyment from the long,
tedious "contest." With CCNY
down to their last out in the
seventh, a Beaver dearly beat out
an infield grounder.-After hesitating
slightly, Norton ifelled, "Oat!'
prpmping the laughter of several
Stony Brook players

Oddly enough,.both Conway for
Brooklyn and Pat Samuel for
CCNY probably have a good deal of
potential as pitchers. Conway, a
six-footer with long arms, employs
a very deceptive "slingshot"
windup reminiscent of ex-major
league pitcher Dick Hall. Hall's
motion once was likened to "a
drunken giraffe on roller skates," as

good an analysis of Conway as any.
Samuel, who uses a semi-windmill
windup, also has a good deal of
speed despite her control problems.
And the reason for using a wild
pitcher despite the fact that the
team is going down the drain was
expressed eloquently by Loplano.

"I have two pitchers," she said.
"One who throws hard but is wild,
and one who can put the ball over
the plate. If you're going to develop
a pitcher, you have to do it in a
game situation."

Good Patriot Effort
But the fact that the Patriots'

opponents played sloppily should
not detract from Stony Brook's
effort. Peggy Voll made at least five
incredible plays against Brooklyn,
covering ground like a blanket. May
Katz, Barb McCuen, and Sue
Tobachnik ran the bases headily,
confusing the opposition into both
errors of comission and omission.
Katz, pitching her fourth game in
three days, and McCuen combined
for a three-hitter against CCNY.
Pam Ean showed some power. And
Stony Brook, with their fourth
straight win, brought their record
up to 54 with a fine team effort.

For the others, there was only a
bit of hopeful philosophy. "All you
can do is never say die,"' said
Lopiano.

PEGGY VOLL played an outstanding game at shortstop
against Brooklyn, but even she couldn't get high enough
to flag down catcher Barb McCuen's high throw.

four of their players have tennis scholarships. So, -it was
not unexpected for Coveleski to say at the end of the
match, "The score wasn't dose but it could have been a
very close match."

Indeed it could have been, if Stony Brook's top three
linesmen had come close to matching their opponents.
Kahn lost -t Kevin McKenna, an impressive Fordham
freshman with a strong serve, 6-2,6-3. McKenna simply
overwhelmed Kahn. "He is one of the best I've ever seen.
I wish I could have given him a better game," was all
Kahn could say.

Number two linesman Lee lost to Jim Hopkins, 6-0,
6-2, with four double faults. Molbegott lost to Pat Yuen
6-0, 6-3. He was unable to score until the eleventh game.

Stony Brook's one victory in singles play went to
sixth linesman Harold Groot, 6-3, 6-3. Groot has a slow
style of lobbing the ball over the net and waiting for his
opponent to tire. "He played my game," Groot said. "I
pushed him to death. I don't know if he's got a good
power game. He didn't get a chance to use it."

Ping-Pong Game
Actually Groot's game is more like ping-pong. Both he

and fourth seed Jay Kanowitz, who lost to Peter
Bartholemew, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3, try to psyche their
opponents out by never charging the net. They try to
push the ball over and put it on the lines. "They are
defensive players. They get more of a thrill wearing an
opponent down," said Coveleski.

In other matches, fifth seed John Silverstein lost to
Mike Slesinski, 7-5, 7-5. In doubles competition, Kahn
and Lee lost 6-3, 61. Groot and Silverstein lost 6-4, 64.
Stony Brook picked up its other match point when
Molbegott and Kanowitz won a single set, 6-3, that was
called because of the late hour.

Stony Brook goes against Long Island University
today at home at 3 p.m. It may be a chance for their
first taste of victory. "They're horrible," Coveleski said,
referring to the LIU team.

By BILL SOIFFER
The Stony Brook tennis team continued its losing

ways at home on- Wednesday afternoon, dropping its
record to 0-6 with a 7-2 loss to Fordham. The top three
Stony Brook linesmen, Aaron Kahn, Alan Lee, and Mark
Molbegott, continued their unsuccessful search for their
first match points.

Fordham, now 7-4, has an impressive team. Patriot
coach Don Coveleski rates them as second onlv to

4 ,-

Independent Softbafl
The James Gang, belting out 18 runs and 19 hits,

downed the Lennon Sisters, who only managd 11 runs
and 14 hits. Two five-run innings highlighted the James
Gang attack, while for the Lennon Sisters, it was two
three-run innings.

Don't say anything, but Psst was defeated, 20-18, by
Personality 208. It was a tough first inning for the Psst
pitching staff, as Personality sent 14 batters to the plate
and 11 of them found their way home. Two homers by
Frank Nathan led the Personality brigade while Psst
offensively remained hushed.

Mephisto held off a last inning Barf rally to take a 9-7
victory. For Barf, though, it was a psychological victory,
as they belted out 13 hits while the victors only got ten.

The Mellow Fellows obtained their second victory
quite easily, as Hdassah failed to attend.

The Boys just couldn't get it on, as they were limited
to just one run on four hits. The Demons got- the
victory, scoring nine runs and dubbing out 11 hits.

Han Softball
With the score tied eighthal in extra innings, RBB2

sent up 14 batters in the ninth inning, and eight of them
.crossed the plate to hand LB1A1B3B a 16 8 defeat. A
five-run third inning was tops for the losers, while during
regulation play, RBB2 could only manage three runs as
their high inning.

RBBOB1, led by Wendell Giebel (four for five), rallied
for four runs in the final inning to defeat EP1A2A, 13-7.
EPlA2A's biggest productive inning was a total of two
runs.

ILD1 permitted 14 HJC1 batters to the plate in the
first inning, and ten of them scored, but ILD1 was not
out of the game yet. Slowly but surely, ILD1 crept up,
scoring five runs in the third, six in the fourth and five in
the sixth, which enabled them to take an 18-16 victory
and advance to the next round of competition.

HJD3 knocked out three, two, and five runs in the
second, third and fourth innings, respectively, to double
the OAA2 offensive production, 10-5, for the victory.
Mark Krystal slugged out two singles in his team's
victory, while OAA2 managed one run in all but two
innings.

MS2A3A forfeited to a ready and able-to-play EOG1.
With the score tied in the last inning of play, Randy

Williams let By his second of two home runs to give
JS2A3A a 10-8 triumph over EP3A3B. Although
JS2A3A was outhit, 16-10, the game still belongs to
them.

'Statesman/miKO Amsu

JAY KANOWITZ helped win one of Stony Brook's two
match points in a single set doubles match.

place in her maiden class, she won
her fences class. She was so excited
that she nearly ran over the judge in
her excitement to receive her
ribbon and trophy.

Jan Losee and Ellen Kleinstein,
riding in Advanced and Beginner
Walk Trot Canter, respectively,
each won first place. Both riders are
eligible to ride in the championship
show held on May 6. Kleinstein
now has moved up to Advanced
Walk Trot Canter and Losee will

nowbe competing in maiden. Mary
Beth Price has also moved up to
Advanced Walk Trot Canter and
will be riding in the championship
show as she placed fourth in her
class.

This show was unusual, as it
featured a beginner jump class
which allowed riders in lower
division canter classes to compete
over fences in the ring. Cindy
Hooban did well in placing fifth in
this class.

By ESTHER KINSEY

The Stony Brook equestrians did
extremely well at the Southampton
Intercollegiate Horse Show, held on
April 29. The club earned eight
blue ribbons; three in jumping
classes and five in flat classes. Lew
Lehman tied for reserve high point
champion of the day by winning his
Novice over Fences class and
placing third in his maiden class.
Although Helane Graustark didn't

Netmen Lose: What Else is New? Intramurals
with

Charles Spiler

Equestrians Have the Blues (Eight)



In the Sportslight

Steve AvIano
Statesman/Robert F. Cohen

YOU FIGURE IT OUT: Pat pitching gave up nine runs
to John Jay yet still prevailed. Earlier, a yield of three
runs proved too much against a dominant Post squad.

An inning later, Aviano tripled with two out, and
scored on a wild pitch to give Stony Brook a 2-1 lead.

Ryba held the lead to the last of the ninth, but
opened it by walking a Pioneer. The next batter tried to
sacrifice, but forced the runner at second for the first
out.

The double which followed placed runners on second
and third. It gave Post coach Paul Fernandes the
opportunity to coach.

"I tried to find the best bunter on the club,"
Fernandes said. "I didn't think they were looking for the
bunt. I told them to go on the second pitch. It was going
to be do or die."

Post did. Freshman Jeff Albert, a pitcher, pinch hit
for the catcher and bunted to Fanelli to tie the game.
However, Tedesco failed to cover first base in Fanelli's
absence, and Albert reached safely. There still was one
out, and again a runneir on third.

Post wouldn't try a suicide squeeze again, would it?
"We've been having a lot of trouble scoring runs," said

Fernandes. "I decided to use a safety squeeze."
It was a successful decision as Nick DiCostanzo, pinch

hitting for Mignano, laid down the bunt which gave Post
the win. Two bunts, two runs, one win.

"It's a tough way to lose," said Fernandes.
Yup.

Patriots 1 3 1 1 3 2 0 - 11 14 4
John Jay 3 4 0 1 1 0 0 - 9 10 2

Helinski, LENCEK (2) (2-3), Silver (6), and
Carman; Vazquez, PAMALIS (5), and Slatsis,
Swanson (5).

Patriots 00 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 - 2 7 1
C.W. Post 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 3 8 0

RYBA (2-2) and Carman; MIGNANO and
Laldlaw.

-
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By ALAN H. FALLICK
When is a night game not a night game? Only John

Jay College baseball coach Mike Kolsky knows for sure.
'They haven't put up the lights," Kolsky told Stony

Brook coach Rick Smoliak on Monday. So, on Tuesday,
the game began at 3 pjm. instead of 7:30 on a New York
City field which had no lights.

But despite the lack of proper lighting, the John Jay
field had a lot more. Sort of.

"Those were unbelievable conditions for a college
baseball game," said Smoliak after his team had
outscored Jay, 11-9, for their seventh win to go along
with ten defeats.

'The game was typical of the surroundings," the
coach said. "Kids flying kites in the outfield, dogs on the
field, and the umpires wouldn't get rid of them."

Problems Not New
According to Kolsky, such problems are not new to

the John Jay faithful. Their fans have witnessed a variety
of atrocious teams, with this season's batmen, at 4-4,
being the best ever. "John Jay has never had a winning
team in any varsity sport," Kolsky said.

And New York City hasn't helped them. 'The City
does things it doesn't tell you about.

'"We practice on the East River Drive ... They're
digging up the outfield."

So, with only kites and dogs to contend with, the
game began as planned. Again, sort of.

"We had a problem," said Kolsky, accepting this
yeares award for most outrageous understatements. "'Six
of our starters were benched." Kolsky thought it might
have affected the outcome of the contest.

"I expected to lose the game," he said.
Having benched the starters for coming late to batting

practice, Kolsky went with some inexperienced players,
and acquired a 74 lead after two innings.

Patriot righthander Ray Helinski gave up three walks,
two hits, and seven runs, four earned, in one-and-a-third
innings. Lefty Art Lencek came in, allowed only two
runs in his three-and-two-thirds inning pitching stint, and
recorded the win.

Stony Brook was able to come back by scoring in
each of the first six innings. Ironically, it was the fourth
inning when Kolsky inserted his regular players, and the
fifth inning when Jay lost its lead.

Ralph (Rocket) Rossini opened the Patriot fifth with
a single, and Matt Tedesco doubled him in. Lencek
walked between Mike Carman and Mike Garofola
strikeouts, and scored as Ed Fanelli and Paul Shainheit
stroked singles. Stony Brook had a one-run lead.

After Jay had tied the game at nine, Steve Aviano and
Artie -Trakas opened the sixth with back-to-back triples
to win the game.

Scoreless Two Innings
Hal Silver hurled a scoreless sixth and seventh innings,

but could go no farther. It seemed that Kolsky had
requested a New York City permit to use the field until
6 p.m. Unfortunately, though, the game was headed for
more than three hours when it was prematurely stopped
after seven frames.

"It's the first time it ever happened," said Kolsky.
A few more minutes, and, indeed, Stony Brook would

have played its first night game ever.

or * or

C.W. Post College, owner of a 9-6 record, hosted the
Patriots on Monday. Stony Brook had never beaten Post,
and after losing 3-2, it still hadn't, but had come closer
than ever before.

In Smoliak's words, the Jay game "wasn't anything
like the day before." Here's why:

- The Post game was well-played.
- There was good pitching on both sides.
-The winner was undetermined until the final

second.
- Stony Brook lost.
The two opposing pitchers were Stony Brook's Chris

Ryba (2-1) and for Post, Sal Mignano (3-1).
Post Scores First

Post broke through first with a run in the third inning.
With one out, a single and an error by Carman placed a
Pioneer in scoring position. A two-out hit brought in the
Post run, which was unearned.

The pitching duel continued through the sixth inning,
with both pitchers in full control. In the game, Ryba
walked two and Mignano one. Ryba struck out ten to
Mignano's four. Through six, Ryba allowed five hits and
Mignano three.

However, in the top of the seventh, Stony Brook tied
the gade on a single by Shainheit, sacrifice by Tedesco,
and double by Fanelli.

They call Steve Aviano "The Colt."
"He's like a big stallion out in the pasture, just

trotting around," says Stony Brook baseball coach
Rick Smoliak about the newest of Patriot center
fielders.

Having been an infielder during his four years at
Patchogue High School, Aviano is just becoming
accustomed to the green fields of Patriot Park, but
his defense is not the reason for Aviano's being in
the starting lineup.

"His bat more than overshadows his fielding,"
says Smoliak.

Here's the proof: 1) He won the Hunter gme
with a two-out seventh inning homer; 2) He hit an
important two-out eighth inning triple against
Post; 3) He tripled in the first two runs against
Pratt, and helped the Pats win after having traie d
3-0; 4) Against John Jay, he hit two triples and
knocked in four runs.

It was the two triples against Jay which stood
out more than anything else, though. Aviano hit
the first one lefty and the second one righty.

Yes, the six-foot, 180-pounder also is a
switch-hitter.

"You always hear when you're younger that the
good hitters are switch-hitters," Aviano says. "It's
paid off. It's easier to see the pitch coming."

"I have never seen someone so strong from both
sides of the plate," Smoliak says of Aviano, 18,
who began switch-hitting as a junior in high
school.

"There are a lot of guys in the majors who can't
hit the ball as far as him," adds the coach, who
moved Aviano from eight to fourth in the batting
order. "He should help make us a winner."

Aviano has. The team has tied its record for
most wins ever, seven, with seven games to play.
"There's no limit to what we can do," he says.

At his present rate, it doesn't seem as though
Aviano is setting many limits on himself either.

-ALAN H. FALLICK

Track Scrimmage Raise
By HOWARD FLOUNDER belongs remains. Kefalos also

Can a 200-pound field man break posted his best triple jump of the
seconds in the quarter-mile? season, 44' 10".

ow well can an established T.C. Cunningham ran his first
inter run distance (and vice "road work" of the season, and did
rsa)? Who is The Doctor, and surprisingly well. Competing in the
ken will we see him? These quarter-mile run (sometimes called
estions were merely academic the 440-yard dash), and running the
til this Wednesday when Stony anchor leg of the mile relay (Stony
Dok's track and field men Brook fielded three squads for the
rimmaged at SUNY at event), Cunningham recorded times
rmingdale. of 51.3 and 51.4 seconds. The mile
On the very first leg of the mile relay time (trackmen category) was
ay, triple and high jumper John 3:28, less than two seconds short of
falos answered the first question. the school record.
was an astounding "yes" - he In a reverse, of sorts, captain
i a leaping 57-second flat quarter. Bob (Butch) Rosen, running miles
t three "no's" followed in not so and three miles this year, switched
ick succession by Steve Leshner, to his old event, the half-mile.
Ak Platt, and anchorman Bruce Demonstrating his strength and
apiro. Nevertheless, the final versatility at all middle distances,
ie of 4:11, with Shapiro's anchor Rosen outran the entire field to the

notwithstanding, was a new finish line in 2:00.6. Half-miler
my Brook record. Only the Rick Montillo tried his hand, or leg
estion of where the record rather, at three miles, as did Al
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?s Questions
Fielitzwho earlier ran a 4:52 mile.

The Doctor, of course, is Josh
Sparber. Sparber, a junior biology
major, was busy racing the dock
Wednesday, but not on the
Farmingdale track. He had an
exam. The Doctor, however, will be
seen running the three-mile this
Saturday when coach Jim Smith
and the Stony Brook track team
host the 1973 Collegiate Track
Conference Championship.

Citing a general trend of
improvement over the last two
years, Smith is optimistic about his
team's chances. The very fact that
the championships are being held
here is itself an indication of the
heightened status of Stony Brook
track. Smith believes his team can
place in the top five or six of the 28
colleges participating. C.W.Post
College is expected to repeat last
year's victory, with Adelphi a
strong contender for runner-up.
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As Director of Student Activities. Anne
Hussey is an employee of Polity, the
student government. It is Polity which pays
Mrs. Hussey's salary, and therefore Polity
to which she should be held accountable.

However, this had not been the case
until the Polity Judiciary, on April 23,
condemned Mrs. Hussey for her signing
$1800 worth of checks which paid for last
weekend's Carnival. Overstepping her
bounds, Mrs. Hussey decided to reallocate
money from one line of the Polity budget
to another. This is not in accord with the
Polity Constitution.

The Ringcycle incident a few years ago
led to a loss of thousands of dollars due to
carelessness, management, and questionable
procedures. As a direct result, specific
procedures were instituted to insure proper
handling of student money; these included
using vouchers and acquiring signatures so
the system would be difficult to-
circumvent.

The Constitution also insures that
students' finances are allocated properly by
students. But if constitutional procedures
are sidestepped, then student
representation becomes a meaningless term.

Until a job description is obtained, the

least that Mrs. Hussey can do is follow
Po I ity's procedures, namely, the
Constitution.

If she is to continue in her present
capacity. Mrs. Hussey must realize that she
is the employee in the employer-employee
relationship. She is in a trusted position,
but she must honor that trust. Good
intentions are fine. But they cease being
good as authority turns into omnipotence.

Mrs. Hussey is in a unique position.
Although there is an annual turnover of
elected Polity officials, she continues on in
her position. Now for the first time,
though, her work has been questioned
publicly.

This is good. All well-operated
organizations have an effective system of
checks and balances. Polity, too, is striving
for this goal.

Mrs. Hussey has benefited Polity by her
knowledge of the organization itself and
the organizations with which Polity must
deal. She also has been a help in such
matters as stopping illegal commuter
stipends.

But if she is to continue working for
students, Mrs. Hussey should start
following their procedures and safeguards.

<V)
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campus, Kreuter's reasoning seems rather
spurious. If it is true, as Kreuter points out,
that no teacher trained in New York State
has ever been denied certification elsewhere
because New York's standards were not
high enough, it is equally true that 23
states are under no obligation whatsoever
to recognize New York State certification.

With the exception of SUNY at
Binghamton, all State University colleges
and university centers have nationally
accredited teaching programs. As the
competition for teaching positions
continues to increase, it seems rather unfair
to give Stony Brook teacher trainees an
immediate handicap merely because
applying for national accreditation is a
rather tedious process. Looking for a
teaching job is equally tedious, and the
University ought to do its utmost to make
that search a bit less difficult. Applying for
national accreditation is a step in that
direction.

A funny thing happened to Stony Brook
senior Laurie Burstein the other day.
Upon applying for a teaching position in
South Carolina, the elementary education
major discovered that Stony Brook has not
been accredited by the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE). As a result Burstein is running
into a great deal of difficulty in obtaining a
job in South Carolina.

This lack of accreditation has nothing to
do with the quality of the University's
teaching training program. The fact is that
Stony Brook has simply never applied to
NCATE for certification. Explaining that
New York State has certification
reciprocity with 27 states, Teaching
Certification Supervisor Mortimer Kreuter
insists that there is "no reason" for the
"long and cumbersome" process of
applying for accreditation.

At a time when teaching jobs are about
as hard to find as parking spaces on
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By CLIFF T R
At the Stony Brook (Li.)

oampus of the State University, a
group of the more liberated
women students asked the
administrati to come up with a
femak gynecologst to look after
the co-ed. As Om story goes,
Stony Brook's offiads came
beck wih the Isolse that they
coukh't find a wonan GYN, but
would a black male gyne st
do?

New York Magazine
March 19,1973

rtwas late one evening and I,
pesing through a somewhat faded
copy of last month's State , was
reminded of the good old days back at
the alma martyr. The usual complaints
of no lights and yawning construction
pits brought tears of remembrance to
my eyes.

'Watch it!"
"Huh?"
"You're getting your tears of

remembrance all over me?"
It was my moustache.
44Sorryo

&Vatcha reading?"
"4Oh, about the old school and

thing like that. Seems like not too
much has changed. In fact I saw in
New York Mane that the
administrators there are as quick
witted as ever. Seems that President
Toll is still in charge too.t

'MTat's too bad."
"Now wait a minute. Thats not

fair. You're always quick to put Dr.
Toll down. Look, I hear that he's

doing all kinds of things to make the
Campus safe."

"Uh huh. And pray tell why do you
think that's happening? Maybe it's
cause all-of a sudden he's got religion,
huh?"

I expressed my doubts that it was
due to any geat moral awaing of the
Judeo-Chrisfan tradition d the
moustache pessed its advantage.

"What unusual occurance happened
not too long ago? HmmmV"

"You don't mean that it's cause of
all the publicity over that poor kid's
death?"

"Gee, you ar clever.'
"Now hold on a minute. It could

have just been a coincidence." I was
hesitant about doubting the sincerity
of all those nice smiling
administrators.

"Jeezus H. Christ. you're dumber
than you look. If all those pious
declarations about "concern about
campus safety" weren't prompted by
all the publicity then you, you can go
ahead and shave."

I knew it was serious.
"Lookit, how many times did we sit

up talking at Liberty9 at four in the
morning about how someone would
have to get killed before those cretins
would get off their fat behinds and
start to do something about the lights
or the holes. And you know as well as
I do that come the fall or a year from
now when all the noise dies down so
will the Administration's "concern"
with campus safety."

Sadly I had to agree.
"Now doesn't that give you a clue

about how to get things done out on

that madhouse campus?" quizzed the
moustache.

"You mean more publicity?"
"Right. The thing those red tape

rogues fear the most. Constant
scrutiny."

46well gee," I said, "how can people
do that to President Toll?'

"F'ehristsake, for one thing stop
mg him president. He's appointed.

Not eleted. Appointed. He's the chief
admiistra If you weren't always
cutting your poli sd class to sleep late
you'd know that presidents are
eleted, dammit! Did he ever run for

office? Did be? Huh?"
I shook my head nervously.
"But," said I, "they don't elect

presidents in Vietnam and ... 'Pt
"You're missing the whole point as

usual. Why not vote on the president
of Stony Brook? John Toll - yes or
no."

"You mean every Spring hae Polity
conduct a referendum; a vote of
confidence for John Toll?"

"Now you're getting it."
Proud of myself I decided to push

further: ""And if by some vague stretch
of the ination be should lose the
election he wouldn't be president?"

"Not quite, kid" replied my patient
moustache mentor. "But it would
keep him on his toes. This way he'd be
a bit leery of allowing the campus to
be run by a group of sub-morons."

"But don't you think al that is a bit
risky?" I asked. "What if be should
win? Maybe hell take it as a mandate
to shut all the lights off!'

The moustache was silent.

(The wrter is a graduate of SUSB. The
above was bansated from the orifinal
French, "Les Voyages Avec Mon
Moustache. 9)
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By WALTER StRENG

yistening to Richard Nixon
speaking down to his eletorate on
A.B.C.. several weeks ago was a
reinitiation to grammar school
orientation speeches. Using a fatherly
tone and simple, uncomplicated
words, for onehalf hour he held a
daddy-tobiis-children talk about a
new, threatening post-war no-no. It
seems that some Americans, even after
seeing the homecoming of those brave
heroic men who had been imprisoned
and tortured by the North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong, still do not know the
true meaning of patriotism. These
misguided and probably immoral
individuals desire amnesty for those
draft dodgers and cowards who had
refused to fight for their country. He,
as President, considered amnesty a
betrayal to the POW's who had just
returned, a betrayal that would not be
tolerated. What Mr. Nixon does not
know is that the supporters of
amnesty are growing in number, and
that he, just as he has done in the past,
will conform to their views just as
soon as the Gallup polls have
determined that it is the majority
view... There are some who are
working towards this goal.

'The Unconditional Amnesty
Movement began, as many movements
do, as an idea in revolt against
circumstances. We began as one person
and became 15. Now as we continue
to grow we gather others, and yet die
to the transient status of student life,
some will always be leaving and some
arriving. The basis of our organization
is our petition supporting
unconditional amnesty for draft
resisters and deserters."
-TIe Unconditional Amnesty League

of Potsdam, New York
The group at Potsdam was formed

at a college of over 4000 individuals.
After investing time and effort they
collected approximately 700
signatures on their petitions,
attributing their slow progress to a
apathetic and illwinformed student
body. An educational campaign was
launched, just as a similar campaign is
being launched by another group of
students, Christians and Jews for
Amnesty, here at Stony Brook
(Statesman, April 10,1973).

There awe thousands of young men
across this country who have become
casualties of con ce. By refusing to
cooperate with war, they were forced
to occupy the stockades and the
prisons of the United States, and the
sanctuaries of foreign countries.
Labeled as "cowards," they faced
ridicule while men who dropped
napalm and bombs were held up as
heroes. In American mmids, there is a
vast misperceiving of issues, and an
educational campaign by both of these
campus groups is the only means
available to clear up this discrepency. I
would hope that these educational
campaigns will attempt to point out a
number of things:

1) The Indochinese War was wrong
- for both moral and
political-economic reasons. If this fact
is accepted, only those who resisted

Shattered
By JEFF BANDER

The purpose of this writing is to let
people know to what extent campus
lighting is being vandalized and what
are the full implications of these
actions.

Lighting on this campus can be
broken up into two basic categories:
walkway lights and roadway lights.
Roadway lights are larger, illuminate a
greater area and are more expensive
than the other type.

Between February 5 and April 2,
there were 12 walkway poles knocked
over and cracked from their base; 76
walkway globes broken; and 121
walkway lightbulbs shattered.
Replacement materials cost $5,204.
Between the same dates, there were
three roadway poles knocked over;
five roadway hemisphere light covers
broken; and five quartziodide bulbs
broken. Replacement materials cost
$1182.

To do the work took 246
manhours, at approximately $4.10/hr.
Cost - $1008. The numbers add up
incredibly quickly, but a final total
comes to - $7394.

Material $ 5,204
Material 1,182
Manhours 1,008

Total $ 7,394

that war can be considered reputable. force striving for human dignity
2) The returning POW's are not American bombs still tear at the towns

heroes. Most of them were lifers and and countrysides of Indochina, while
officers in the Air Force, making them in the name of a "ceasefire" Richard
mercenary troops. They were paid Nixon entertains the president of
killers who should be classified as war South Viet-Nam (who is currently
cminals, and except for a very few, holding some 200,000 of his
should be treated with pity, not countrymen as- political prisoners in
respect. the "tiger cages" and stockades that

3) The draft resisters and deserters have managed to keep him in power).
who sged agant the Indochinese The movement for unconditional
War acted with justice and humanity. amnesty is a statement in a time of
It is not the. coward who voluntarily trouble. The leaders of the anti-war
puts himself behind prison bars in the movement are scarred and scattered.
name of conscience. Daniel Bemgan has worn himself weak

4) Anything other than by hunger strikes-while in prison, as
unconditional amnesty would be an have David Harris and the thousands
insult to those Americans who have of young men like him.
suffered already for our murderous It is time for the American people
foreign policies. to pay homage to their war dead.

With a President who makes a (The writer is an undergraduate at
mockery of peace, there must be some SUSB.)

Lights Cause Grief
Andyou're doing no more than paying
for someone else's fun. Campus
lighting already has two inherent
problems. Construction is sometimes
poor, (as in Johnson work on South
Campus roads) and fixtures are usually
badly specified, meaning we get street
poles whose design requires that the
wires be placed below ground (witness
the entire campus). Highway street
lamps are elevated to prevent just what
happens at Stony Brook - a little rain,
water seeps into the ground, wires
corrode - zap - no lights. Start out
with a poor system, mess around a bit,
and you've got a really bad system.

The first effects will naturally be
less campus lighting - not enough can
be said against that situation. A little
deeper, and we find some interesting
repercussions. The budget, for the
Maintenance department, is broken up
into four basic categories, one of those
being specifically for the Maintenance
trade shops (plumbing, carpentry,
locksmith, paint shop, etc.). As these
shops need materials, they draw off of
their budget pool. Now, when the
electrical shop needs $6400 to replace
vandalized lights, they draw that
unbudgeted money from the pool -
at the expense of all the other shops.
This, in part, is the reason that the
locksmith shop has no doorchecks or

key blanks; that the plumbing shop
has no shower controls, shower heads,
spray hoses; that the electrical shop
has no stockpile of street lights and
fixtures; that the paint shop is short of
paint, brushes, and rollers. Any jobs
requiring these materials will have to
be handled somehow on a temporary
basis or wait for the new budget -
there's simply no money.

The total cost that's been discussed
here is $7394. Just because the state
throws around large numbers, don't be
misled about how much money that
amount really is, or whose money that
is. Also, remember that all the time
spent undoing the damage (two men
worling steadily for three weeks)
should have been spent doing
preventive electrical maintenance
around campus. The less time spent on
preventive maintenance, the more time
will eventually be spent on emergency
calls.

It doesn't make a difference who is
doing the damage to the campus, the
point is that it's to everyone's benefit
if it can be stopped. It's a small, but
real way, to see that some good gets
done around here.

(The writer, while on leave of absence
from the University, is an employee of
the Maintenance department.)

A Moustache Recollects Days at SUSB

Amnesty: Solution in Times of Trouble



Commuters:The Victims of Unjust Rules
By ANGELA FASANO

In answer to recent articles in
Statesman and in particular to a recent
lettert4ohe-editor, I believe it is
necessary at this time for someone to
speak in behalf of the commuter
students of this campus. I would like
to begin by reminding resident
students of some of the reaons why
commuters do not and often cannot
participate in campus activities: (1)
Most commuters live between 20 and
60 minutes from campus and it is
difficult for them to return for movies,
concerts, lectures, etc., which are
mainly held at night, (2) many
commuters have jobs off campus often
during evening hours, and (3) many
commuter students are a good deal
older than the average college student;
they are married and have other
responsibilities outside the University
community. Whatever the reason, the
fact is commuters do not partake in
campus activities as much as residents.
Yet, not only are they forced to pay
the same activity fee, but the
Commuter Center receives 50 percent
less money per student from the
activity fee than residential college
legislatures.

Two major arguments employed by
residents to rationalize this unequal
distribution of money are (1)
"'commuters don't use all their
money," and (2) the money spent by
the Commuter Center is often
"wasted" and used for activities-which
discriminate against resident students.
In reference to the first argument I
have only one thing to say: commuters
are entitled to what is rightfully theirs
- that is, as long as they are
considered equal enough to pay the
same activity fee as residents, the
Commuter Center is entitled to the

same amount of money per student
(i.e., $10) as residential college
legislatures. In all airness the
Commuter Center should receive this
sum until the University Community
realizes and accepts the fact that the
commuter activity fee must be
reduced.

In April 4's "Open Letter to Mark
Dawson," the writer said it was "the
policy of the Commuter Center [to
restrict] its activities to only one
portion of the campus." It is obvious
that the person who wrote this letter
has, as do most resident students, a
misconception of the Commuter
Center's activities. Since the
Commuter Center opened last
semester it has provided many services
and activities for residents as well as
commuters. Aside from its three major
parties (open to residents with no
special privileges for commuters), the
Commuter Center has cosponsored
many activities with residential quads
and colleges including Tabler's
Oktoberfest, Roth's square dance, and
James' chess exhibition. Among some
of its other accomplishments, the
Commuter Center has organized an
automechanics course (open to all
University students), a baby-sitting
service for commuter parents (which
employs residents also), and afternoon
movies available for those students
who are unable to attend COCA
showirngs (again, residents are not
excluded).

Among some of the more popular
Commuter Center allocations under
attack by resident students are day
care center donations, theater trips,
and "free lunches" for commuters. It
has been argued that commuters waste
money when they allocate funds to
day care services on campus. Costs for
running day care centers are high, and

as a result, parents must pay high
pices to take advantage of their
services. Donations to day care centers
by the Commuter Center were
determined by allotting a certain
amount of money for eah
undergraduste commuter participating
in the respective progra. Residents
who feel that givin money to day care
centers is wasteful don't seem to
realize that these centers are essential
to commuter students with small
children.

In reference to the theater trips, I
don't see where any sident has the
right to complin about not getting
tickets. Originally the ticket sales were
open to all students. However, because
of the great demand and the limited
number of tickets the Commuter
Center had, it was forced to restrict
sales to commuters only. Residents
were then free to put their names on a
waiting list if they wished.Because the
bulk of the trip's cost was payed for
by the Commuter Center, it is only
fair that commuters be given first
preference (after all, it is their money).

Finally, (again in the open letter to
Mark Dawson), the writer complains
about the Commuter Center offering
free lunches exclusively to commuters.
First of all, this is not a regular
practice; it was done only once
because the Commuter Center had left
over food from a party (which, by the
way, was open to both commuters and
residents). The food was limited so
naturally the Commuter Center gave
preference to commuters. Secondly,
the writer has nerve complaining about
some leftover heroes which were
denied him (theoretically only because
the Commuter Center did not require
proof of commuter status) when the
commuters are expected each year to
fund activities, such as WUSB, which

they can never use.
In conclusion I would again like to

stress that it is extremely difficult for
many commuters to return to campus
in the evening and take advatage of
what the campus has to offer. I know
this for a fact because I was a
commuter last semester. I wanted to
be involved and I wanted to
participate but it wit impoible to do
so as a commuter. I only attended one
COCA movie and one concert last
semester (these were my only social
benefits from the activity fee outside
of the Commuter Center) because it
wasn't worth it to travel 70 miles
roundtrip. In order to participate in
campus activities I was forced to move
on campus. Many commuters are
unable to move on campus, others just
don't care to. It is their privilege to
five where they choose while they
attend college, and as commuters they
shouldn't be penalized. The Commuter
Center must be recognized as a
legitimate college legislature entitled
to the same privileges as residential
colleges. I agree that there are many
"rough edges" to the Commuter
Center and that many commuters still
do not participate in its activities.
However, it must be remembered that
the Commuter Center has only been in
existence for seven months and it must
serve over 3000 students with a much '

wider variety of interests and needs
than the 200 residents in each of the
residential colleges. The Commuter
Center needs the money it is entitled
to so that it may grow; it has the
potential and the manpower to
become an effective organization
serving the special needs of commuter
students. Give it a chance!

(The writer is an undergraduate at
SUSB.)

Fighting Discriminatory Housing Policies
To the Editor: -

(and with a special message for
Elaine Inguilli, Quad Manager, Roth
Quad.)

One of the major reasons why this
University is unlivable is its restricting
and discriminatory housing policies
and the fools who are responsible for
their execution. I offer my situation as
just one of the many which bear this
out.

I am presently what the University
would call a lower junior. By
September, however, I will have
enough credits to be a senior. Got that
Elaine? It's really not such a difficult
concept to grasp. Even I understand it,
and I'm not even a quad manager.
Anyway, I applied to live in Roth
Quad with three other women (two
sophomores and one freshman). As a
four-man block we had a priority of
2.00. Still following, Elaine? When we
applied Wednesday, April 11, we were

advised by Elaine Inguilli that Roth
would not be taking any seniors (?)
and that since I was only a lower
junior I would have a better chance if I
applied as a sophomore. Now I may
have been stupid enough to believe
you (for if the quad manager doesn't
know about housing priorities, who
else should?) then, but now I know
better. You knew all along that we had
no chance of getting in with that
priority but you told us to lie, and
blindly we believed you.

The next Hay I went to Roth to find
out what building we had gotten into,
and saw that we had been rejected
from the lottery completely, and
without any due consideration our
housing packets had been sent back to
Kelly. The reason for this was that
with the helpful advice of Elaine
Ingulli, our real priority had been
reduced to 1.75 and we were thus
ineligible for the first lottery. Instead

of putting our application in the next
day's lottery or even telling us that a
mistake was made, we were thrown
out of Roth and I was left to take the
matter up with John Ciarelli, associate
director of Housing. This I did,
Thursday, April 12, and after speaking
to him, I got the impression that the
situation would be corrected, and that
upon my return from Easter vacation I
would be notified of the new location
for our suite in Roth.

When I did return, however, the
only message I received was one from
Kelly instructing us to let them know
if we wanted to keep our present suite '
in Kelly. Obviously the HousingOffice
had done nothing to remedy the
situation, and had ignored the problem
entirely, by conveniently taking off
for their vacation which would last
until Thursday the 26th.

Needless to say, I waited till
Thursday and then I was able to get

John on the phone. I was told by him
that he would arrange a meeting
between the two of us, with Elaine
Ingulli to be present. I have not heard
from him as of yet. Have you Elaine?
John also asked me to put my
complaint on paper, and to send it to
Roger Phelps.

All right John and Elaine, I have
done it all! I have gone through all the
proper legal channels and wasted
plenty of time in doing so - and all
this simply because we were
misinformed in front of witnesses by
Elaine Ingulli, Roth Quad manager.

Now that we've gone along with
your requests, you can give us the
same courtesy. Be honest. If you
didn't want any seniors in Roth there
would have been no reason for the
first lottery. (Any block with an
average priority of over 2.00 obviously
has some juniors in it. Explain that
one, Elaine.) Or if you want to
discount that argument, then try this
one: if you find that because of your
dishonest advice our priority has
dropped to 1.75, put us into the
lottery according to that. Don't ignore
us. Don't screw us two ways and hope
that we'll be quiet and just sit back
and take what you dish out with no
protests. We're being very civilized,
Elaine. We won't bomb the Roth Quad
office or try to get you fired for
incompetency. (Heavens! Is nothing
sacred?) All we want to do is to prove
to you that any way you look at it,
you made a mistake. We belong in
Roth, and the least you can do is to
come to the meeting and give us the
suite. It's little enough to ask and easy
enough for you to do. (I trust you're
still capable of filling out housing
forms, aren't you?) Look let's be
honest. I'll put this as politely as I can,
you made a mistake. Admit it, and
above all please change it. You know
where to reach us. Thank you.

Nancy Millet
(Linda Hutkof, Lorraine
Glaser, Avital Ben-Zur)
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FRIDAY, MAY 4

Recital: Violinist Charles Parker will perform a
student recital at 8:30 p.m. in Lecture Hall 105.

Movie: COCA will show at 7:30 three Marx
Brothers movies: "Horse Feathers." "Monkey
Business," and "Coconuts." and at midnight.
"Yellow Submarine." Also Saturday.

Tennis: Netmen host LU.U. at 3 p.m.

Movie: The Commuter Center will show "Dr.
Strangelove" at 2 p.m. in the Gray College
Lounge.

Movie: "Shanghai Express" will be shown at 8
p.m. in Lecture Halt 110.

Play: The University Theatre Arts Department's
major spring production of Shakespeare's
"Twelfth Night" continues at 8 p.m. in the
Calderone Theatre in Building B South Campus.
Tickets are free for students others $1. All seats
are reserved. Call 246-5681 or 246-5670.
Continues thru Sunday.

Musical: Punch and Judy Follies will present, "A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum" at 8:00p.m.i in the Fanny Brice
Theatre, Stage Xi Cafeteria. A limited number
of tickets will be available at the door. Runninc
thru Sunday.

Play: SBU presents Theatre Three's production
of "Three- by Three by Three" - an evening of
modern one-act plays at 8:30 in the SBU
auditorium.

Dance: Henry James Pub is sponsoring a dance
at 9 p.mr with the Wombats. Weather permitting
it will be held outdoors in the middle of
H-Quad, otherwise in James Lounge. The Pub
will be open and serving during the entire dance.

Trip:The Commuter Center is sponsoring a
theatre trip to see "Sugar" on Friday, May 4.
Tickets are $3.00 and include ticket and rounrd
trip bus transportation. Tickets are on sale at the
Commuter Center office located in Gray
College. Commuters given preference.

Display: A display of photographs by Reginald
Jackson continues today in the first floor gallery
of the Administration building, 8 a.m.-6 p.m..

Time machines, a display of kinetic art by
University students, continues today in the first
floor gallery in the Humanities building, 11
a.m.-4 p.m. and 5-7 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 5

Workshop: The Union's Spring Workshops '73
program will offer two free workshops: Planning
and Planting a Culinary Herb Garden and The
Design and Landscape of an Ornamental
Oriental Garden. Join us from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. in
the Union courtyard.

Recital: Violinist Nancy McAlhany will perform
a Master of Music graduate recital at 8:30 p.m.
in Lecture Hall 105.

Reading: A marathon reading of James Joyce's
"Ulysses" will begin in the SBU ballroom at 3
p.m. and is expected to last until Sunday, 10
p.m.

Track Championship: Stony Brook hosts the
CTC championships at 10 a.m. Schools from all
over the metropolitan area will be represented.

Picnic: The Society of Physics Students is
holding a student-faculty picnic and a day of
sport at 12 noon on the athletic field and in the
gym. Everyone should bring a six pack of soda
or beer to go to a general stock for all physics
students and faculty. Come rain or shine. Indoor
and outdoor sports will be available.

Lecture: Historian Ruben Weltsch will lecture
on "*1848" at 5:30 p.m.i in Lecture Center 109
as part of a continuing series of lectures titled
"From Liberalism to Communism."

Lecture: Prof. Leopoldo Castedo will discuss the
Latin American Cultural Developments at 5 p.m.
in room 100 of the Biology building.

Seminar: Aseminaronyogaandsocial involvement
by Acarya Jitendra of the Ananda Marga Yoga
Society will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Union,
room 214.

Lecture: Augusto Boal, leading Latin American
director and critic will speak on "New Trends in
Latin American Theatre" at 5:30 p.m. in the
Library, room 328 of the I bero-American
Studies Center.

Movie: Benedict College presents "Colossus: The
Forbin Project" at 8 & 11 p.m. in the D-E
lounge.

Discussion: There will be an open discussion
between Health Science students and all
members of the community dealing with the
health needs of women, attitudes of health
workers, and health consumerism at 8 p.m. in
the Infirmary Rap Room (upstairs). Bring any
gripes, ideas, or plans. All welcome.

Lecture: Prof. Howard Sanders will speak on
"Studies in Deep Sea Biology i, II. I I I" in
Biology Lecture Hall at 4-5 p.m. today and
tomorrow. Also Wednesday from 4-5 in the
Biology lounge.

TUESDAY, MAY 8

Meeting: Women's Center meeting at 8 p.m. in
room 213 Union. Discussion on next summer
and next year's activities.

Fim: Women's Cinema presents "The Best of
Everything" and"The Seven Year Itch" at 8
p.m. in Lecture Hall 103. A discussion of 'The
Career Girl" will follow.

Meeting: There will be a final meeting of the
Stony Brook Program on Communications in
Society at 7:30 p.m. in SBU 237. Attendance is
mandatory.

Lecture: Richard Kunnes, M.D., street drug
expert, will speak on quaalades and assorted
drug-related topics in Lecture Hall 102 at 8:30
p.m.

Films: Tuesday Flicks presents two Russian
films dealing with the tragedies of war: "The
Cranes are Flying" and "Ballad of a Soldier" -at
8 p.m. in SBU auditorium.

Tournament: The weekly Duplicate Bridge
Tournament will be held in room 226 of the
SBU at 8 p.m. Admission is $1.

Lecture: Dr. David Benfield will speak on ethical
questions in a philosophical context at 5:30
p.m. in Lecture Center room 102.

-Professor Sheldon Ackley will lecture on
"Equality as a Human Right" at 8:30- p.m. in
room 238 in the Humanities building.

-"Evolutionary Mysticism" will be the
subject of Professor Peter Bretsky's lecture at
5:30 p.m. in room 240 of the Humanities
building.

Dr. Bentley Glass will continue his series of
lectures and will speak on "Science and Human
Values" at 8:30 p.m. in room 100 of the
Lecture Center.

-Professor Earl Schruker will discuss Albee's
"The American Dream" and "The 300 Story"
and Pinter's "The Homecoming" at 5:30 p.m. in
Lecture Center room 100.

ouicotrsan/nrank :<appeu'
SUNDAY, MAY 6

Movie: COCA presents the Beatles' film "Yellow
Submarine" at 10:30 p.m. in Lecture Center
room 100. A limited number of tickets will be
available at the door for 50 cents.

Recital: Vocalist Judith Block performs a Master
of Music Graduate Recital at 5 p.m. in Lecture
Center, Room 105.

Recital: A Brass Music Student Recital will be
performed in Lecture Center room 105
beginning at 8:30 p.m.

Celebration: Come celebrate 25th Israel
Independence Day with movies, food, culture
fair, and dancing at Roth Lake and cafeteria at 1
p-m.

MONDAY, MAY 7

Discussion: Werner T. Angress will discuss "Jews
in German Politics, 1912-1922," at a History
Department Colloquium at 8 p.m. in the
Building A Library on the University's South
Campus.

Recital: Pianist Pamela Snow will perform a
student recital at 8:30 p.m. in Lecture Center
Room 105.

Lecture: Dr. C.N. Yang will continue his lecture
series on the World View of Modern Physics
presented for the beginning student of physics at
5:30 p.m. in room 135 of the Physics building.

Lecture: Dr. Jacques Guilmain will speak on
"Architecture and Technology" in a continuing
series of lectures o0! art and architecture as
cultural expressions at 5:30 p.m. in Lecture
Center room 109.

Lecture: Dr. Charles Hoffman will continue his
lecture series on the Economic Life of the
People's Republic of China at 5:30 p.m. in room
143 of the Old Engineering building.

alendar of Eve
Exhibition: An exhibition of paintings ant
artifacts by Stony Brook students Marilyn Aber!
and Ed Malina will take place from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Union gallery.

Play: Black Comedy will be presented in the
George Gershwin College Music Box at 8:3C
p.m. For ticket information call Steve at 7323
or Mary Jo at 4132. Also Sunday at -8:30 p.m.

Movie: 'The East is Red" will be shown at E
p.m. in the Physics Lecture Room. Admission
charge is 25 cents. It will be shown again at 2
p.m. on Sunday, May 6.

Baseball: Brooklyn College meets Stony Brook
in a doubleheader here at noon.

Tennis: Netmen travel to Brooklyn College for a
1 p.m. match.
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This utopian hope, if we might call it
such, was very much a part of the
philosophy of many modes of thought
during the mid 1960's and has, in the
early years of this decade, been replaced
by more traditional, conservative
thinking. No longer are people asking
themselves if they can change the world,
but instead the predominant question
being asked is, "Where do I fit into the
existing pattern of society? Where is my
niche?" However one might put it and
whether he calls it '"el'ism" or "apathy"
each of us, having lived through the hopes
and dreams of the 1960' is presently
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over many of us, particularly America's
youth and its culture.
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Pooh Reviews

one too slick; one too sloppy
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herbs will bloom
There was a lot of Baltein Day celebration in the

courtyard last Tuesday. In the ancient Druid tradition of
welcoming Spring, there was mayvine, spring cakes, the
burning of the effigy of CM Man Winter, gentle chamber
music, and good sunshine. In return for refreshments,
celebrators wexe asked to dig of herbs and ornamental
plants Saturday morning. The daffodils are to be
transplanted to the library maU in a project by ENACT
(the campus environmental action group).

Baltein Day was the beginning of a Union program to
transform the courtyard into a more enjoyable, usable
space. The courtyard will be used for an herb and
ornamental garden. Participation in all phases of the
planting, maintaining and use of the gardens will be
offered through workshops. The first will be this
Saturday morning May 5, beginning at 10, when we will
begin to plant. Mr. and Mis. Andy CoUwr win be there
to direct working with the ornamental plants. This part
of the garden will include special red rhododendrons,
bamboo that will eventually grow up to the second floor
windows, chrysanthemums, and azaleas. Mildred Glen
will help in the planting of the herb garden. It will
include culinary herbs, tea herbs, fragrance herbs, and
enchantment herbs. As the plants grow, they will be
used in workshops for cooking, making teas and
potpourri (good smelling mixtures of herbs), and maybe
even in enchantment. This Summer, tea will be served in
the newly landscaped courtyard, along with more
peaceful music. There will be an occasional poetry
reading and theatrical performance.

There is a lot of work to be done in the courtyard
gardens, but as Tuesday demonstrated, when many
people combine energy, it is easily done. Sign up for the
workshops or share your ideas by calling 7107. Join us
again Saturday 10 to 1, for more maywine, and spring
cakes, more music, and the planting of our gardens.

By DAVID BLUSTEIN
Since 1964, English rock'n'roll has

been a major influence on our music,
and in turn, our culture. It was the
British who reminded us how
enthusiastic and intense rock can get.
However, in the 1970's English rockers
have been criticized for concentrating
on technique and not on the
emotional value of the music. The
following three reviews give a fairiy
extensive cross-section of three British
bands: one commercially successful,
one loved by their critics and no one
else, and one loved by absolutely no
cme at all.
Houses of the Holy-Led
Zeppelin/Atlantic (SD-7255)

This is the group that beat out the
Beaties as the most popular British
band in a 1970 Melody Maker poll. At
the outset. Led Zeppelin was a blues
band with one of the most impressive
debut albums to come out of the
English rock scene. Their entire
orientation has changed from wicked
blues to "heavy-metal." In other
words, they will use an identical' riff
on the bass and the guitar. This type
of sound has been known to nail
listeners unwillingly to the floor. It is
very easy to realize that this music is
far from inspired and that it is
constructed very simply. Yet, for some
perverted reason I love it. Basically the
reason why Led Zeppelin are so
enjoyable is that they have an urgent
sense of tension in their music. To
contrast Page*s pounding guitar
figures, they have a screaming vocalist,
Robert Plant, whose voice flys off of
Page's riffs.

Houses of the Holy contains eight
songs; only two of which can boast a
melody line. "Song Remains the
Same" opens the album in the same
manner that "Good Time. Bad Times"
opened their first LP. It is based on a

some of the energy that made this
group so promising.
Split Ends-The Move/United Artists
(UAS.5666)

For years, rock critics have
expounded on how great the Move are,
how exciting their records were, how
their lyrics were so intelligently
conceived. Split Ends leaves me
wondering how this group won over so
many critics. It isnt that they are bad,
as a matter of fad, this record is fairiy
decent, but it isn't fantastic. The Move
started out in a tough English dty,
Birmingham, as a Who-type band,
whose main emphasis was their own
insanity. Throu^iout the years, they
have recorded a few gems (including
the monster, "Heflo Suzie") in the
midst of a slew of mediocre tracks.
Split Ends is no different, with four or
five sparkling tunes out of 12. "Do
Ya," their single, is one of the finer
rockers to grace our airwaves in a long
while. With a basic infcro, this song
rambles on aimlessly, but somehow
still leaves the listenci craving to hear
it again. "Hie vocals on this song are
good, but suffer throughout the
album. They always sing in a low key,
which provides no contrast to their
ponderous instrumentation. With no
range in their vocals, this can get
monotonous after a while.

The rest of Split Ends is devoted to
worn out singles which never made it
(with good reason) or dull songs from
their Message From the Country LP.
When they try slow tunes, the listener
is exposed to the! sickest vocals ever
recorded in the British Isles (Alice
Cooper records in the U.S.). No range,
no expression an^ no tune of any
interest make for some very dull
music. For those ^ho want to get into
the Move, buy the 45, "Do Ya."
That's all you realiy need from this
band.

Heartbreaker-Free/Island (SW.9324)
There were tiroes when I would play

nothing but Free for weeks. They have
been making consistently good records
for years, equally spaced between
rock'n* roll and soft moody ballads.
The necessary factor in the success of
their music are the vocals of Paul
Rodgers. Recently, Melody Maker had
a poll of rock singers asking -who they
thought was the best. Rodgers came in
second after John Lennon. He doesn't
have extraordinary range, but makes
up for it in expression. He can make
the most trivial song into a deep
personal statement. His voice has a bit
of a rasp, but it is used for only the
most intense moments. After a
number of changes in the group,
Rodgers has become the center point.
Paul Kosoff (their old guitarist) has
split and left Rodgers to concentrate
on making Free a band instead of a
guitarist showcase.

Heartbreaks, their second album
since they reformed is a multi4ayered
collection of the most soulful music
ever heard from the other side of the
Atlantic. Their lyrics have improved to
the level of their music. "Muddy
Water" is the tale of a man being told
not to deceive his woman or her spell
would be broken. Quite a break from
the howling desperation of "All Right
Now." The intensity of this song gives
the listener the impression that
Rodgers has just discovered the
attributes of a tender relationship. It is
a marvelous tune with a deceptively
simple arrangment. The rockers remain
as powerful as they can be. "Wishing
Well," their single from this album, is a
good rock'n'roll song in the mode set
by "All Right Now." Hard driving riffs
backed by Rodgers biting voice has
been Free's staple for years. The
contrast that Free provides within
their albums is so effective that they

Young Tim Eddy. a cellist who has already achieved
"enviable reputation. 9' will perform next Tuesday night.

a little nite music
The Port Jefferson Slavic Center will be the stage for

the next music department sponsored concert. On
Sunday, May 6, at 8:30 pjn., faculty and friends of
Stony Brook will present an evening of music by
Vaughan Williams, Igor Stravinsky, John Gilbert and
Stony Brook Composition faculty member Isaac
Nemiroff.

Works to be performed are: Three Vocalises by R.
Vaughan Williams for Voice and clarinet with Both
Patches singing and clarinetist. Jack Kreiselman; Waltz in
the Branches by Isaac Nemiroff, sung by Beth Patches;
John Gilbert's Soundings for Clarinet and Tape, Jack
Kreiselman, clarinetist and Igor Stravinksy's suite from
LTOstoire du Soldat which will be conducted by David
Lawton.

Admission is $3 for general public and $1.50 for
students.

On Tuesday May 8 back-home in the Stony Brook
recital hall - Lecture Center 105 - the department will
present cellist Timothy Eddy. Mr. Eddy is presently o-i
the faculty at Stony Brook and the Manhattan School of
Music. Though a young performer he has already gained
an enviable reputation. As cellist of the New York String
Quartet and the New York Philomusica Chamber
Ensemble he had recorded for Columbia Records, DRI,
Vox and Desto. In addition to his numerous solo and
chamber music recitals in and around New York City
this season, he appeared in major East Coast cities with
the "Music From Mariboro" concert series in March,
1972, and west coast dties in March, '73. Last year he
appeared nationwide on the CBS television network,
presenting the premiere of "Meditations on Isaiah," a
new work for unaccompanied cello by Ezra Laderman.
Recently Mr. Eddy won First Prize in the Denver
Symphony Competition and Second Prize in the Dallas
Symphony Competition.

Tuesday's recital will include Beethoven's Sonata No.
5 in D major for cello and piano. Bach's suite No. 2 in D
minor for solo cello and Schumann's Concerto in A
minor. Assisting Mr. Eddy will be pianist Doris Konig.

The program will begin at 8:30 and is free to students
with a $1.50 charge to th^- public.

Statesman/Frank Sapped
Digging a daffodil, turning the soil (above) and partaking
in maywine (below) - and soon a newly planted garden
will bloom.

By NORMAN HOCHBERG And therein lies the novel's main problem - its very
perfection separates it from the reality Vonnegut is
trying to speak to. This book, being the author's farewell
to such writing, is too cohesive. It is tied up too well at
its end to be real.

Yet it is only the philosophical impact of Breakfast
that is diminished, and that only slightly. The point of
the novol is well taken. The book itself is a meal for
*champions since we, its readers, are all equally heroes.
Vonnegut is giving us a chance to liberate ourselves from
our dependence on literature. Calling the book itself a
fine piece of literature, in this light, almost seems
insulting. It shouldn't be.

Calling All Ri^it, Everybody Off the Planet "the
lustiest s.f. novel of the year" (as its publishers do) is
a lot like marketing National Geographic magazine as
pornography. There isn't a drop of sex in it, nor good
writing.

The author, an editor at Sports Illustrated, obviously
started with an idea (an alien is plastically conformed
into a human) that he couldn't take futher. Had he
known anything about s.f. he wouldn't have let the plot
run away - by the end of the book he's got his
superman - like lead with a mammoth computer in his
room and in virtual control of Time magazine.

For those who are familiar with s.f. this book is
bound to contain many painfully familiar situations.
Those not, will still be irritated by Ottum's transparent
surprises (the decoding of a "code" takes a computer
about half the book longer than it took us), sloppy
plotting and inaccurate style.

As science fiction, Ottum's novel is definitely a loser.
In fact, in any category the novel comes up short.

It is very interesting to see how two people who are
not science fiction writers can turn out two entirely
different levels of s.f. novels. Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s latest,
Breakfast of Champions (Delacorte, $7.95, 297 pp) is a
work which shows interest in the special workings of s.f.
while All Right, Everybody Off the Planet by Bob
Ottum (Bantom, $.95, 214 pp) is an example of an
author interested only in the old cliches.

The core on which Breakfast of Champions is based is
made very plain. "Why do Americans behave so
abominably," Vonnegut asks. ^[Because] they were
doing their best to live like people invented in story
books. This was the reason Americans shot each other so
often. It was a convenient literary device for ending
short stories and books."

Vonnegut's solution is this; ^1 resolved to shun
storytelling. I would write about life. Every person
would be exactly as important as any other. All facts
would also be given equal weightiness. Nothing would be
left out. Let others bring order to chaos. I would bring
chaos to order instead."

Which is exactly what Vonnegut does. He has elevated
all of the elements in his novel to star proportions. His
short, choppy style and jumpy plot make heroes of
Kilgore Trout, Dwayne Hoover and, literally, dozens of
other residents of Earth and elsewhere.

Breakfast of Champions is almost perfectly crafted;
most of the documented events are recalled later and
tied together, Vonnegut's style is once again wonderful
though more direct than before, and everything seems to
be explained pretty well.
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*/M kites in skiescross-section of rock ^n' rollers

vied for prize
By NANCY CALLANAN

"5? 4! 3! 2! I! Go!" As the echo of the bullhorn
reverberated across the Athletic field, 39 kites took to
the air. Gracefully they lifted in the wind - 38 kites
strong. (Little Jennifer Entine had by this time won the
"kite That Never Got Off the Ground" award.) At 1:35
pjn.. on Sunday, April 29, 1973. Stony Brook's first
bi-annual Come Fly a Kite Competition had officially
begun.

While Andrea Bahadur and her assistant Mark from
tee Go Fly A Kite Store, Inc., in New York
demonstrated how to wrestle with a giant parafoil in the
center field, 39 hopeful entrants signed up to vie for the
honor and fun of winning of of the twelve kite
competition categories in the Stony Brook Union -
sponsored kite flying contest. Four official judges, Mr.
John Finlay, Mrs. Ronald Siegel, Mrs. Andrea Bahadur
and Miss Victoria Pifalo, had the dubious honor to
decide which of the 39 entrants would win a
hand-crafted stained glass kite trophy made by local
craftsman Harold Norton especially for the occasion.
Needless to say, competition was tough.

As the contest reaches its height amidst snapping
sticks and ripping paper, the judges went into a huddle.
Periodically someone was dispatched to see just who was
at the end of a kite line. Final decisions were difficult to
make. After all, how can even four judges decide which
kite was the first one up unless each is the hundred-eyed
Argus! The judge's final decisions were as follows:

Smallest Kite: Megan Bartiy. Her kite was postage
stamp size and flown on sewing thread line.

Largest Kite: Jesse Schachter. A brown paper kite
approximately 15' tall won this award. Flying time:
10 seconds.

Most Originally Engineered:. Morris Rabinko. A
smartly-flown military box kite was his winning
entry.

First Kite Up/Fastest Climber: <Tim O'Rourke and
Chuck Restivo. Perhaps this kite's lovely green
color had something to do with its speediness?

Oddest/Most Imaginative: Paul Siegel. This kite was
an 8" home-made tetrahedrale that really flew?

Lowest Flying Kite: Dave Jones. A firmly-tied dear
plastic garbage bag (wind-sox-like in design) was
clearly the winner.

Most Beautiful/Color: Scott Perry and Peter Riggs.
This kite was a lovely many-colored, multi-box kite
with long, streaming tails.

Most Socially Relevant Kite: John Pospisil. A Marx
Brothers poster served as the skin for this
home-made flat kite.

Kite in the Tree Consolation Award: Jennifer Entine.
Four year old Jennifer had a lot of difficulty with
her string and the stiff breeze.

Last Kite Up: Evelyn Henderson. This kite entry was
an undisputed winner. Evelyn showed up for the
competition an hour late because she'd neglected to
reset her dock after the Daylight Savings time
change.

It seemed that a good time was had by all. And as I
left, nine kites still floated high in the afternoon breeze.

"The Funny Old Man" is
being revived. This weekend
Rozewicz's absurdist play will
be presented at the Slavic
Cultural Center. Although in
the idiom of the absurd,
Rozewicz's play is actually a
confession, an apologia for
Everyman. Since it is man's
destiny to age and to suffer
the slings and arrows of
outrageous or benign fortune,
this work mirrors our own
lives - our fears, our hopes,
our struggles, and our defeats
and victories. Rosewicz's Old
Man knows that he cannot
win his case but at least he
will be heard. Directed by Ed.
Czerwinski, the production
stars Elliot! Walsh, Ralph
Cowings, and Edgar Stroke.
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McCabe and Mrs. Miltr

Schneider. Directed by William Friedkin.
(R)

and
_bSH-tarrnhg Donald Suthernd,

E2iott Gould, _ad Sally Krm .
d by Robert Alt an. (R)

HAUPPAUGE TER
JEIA AH JOHNSON-staring Robert
dRedotd, Win Geo, and Stefan G sh.
Directed by Sydney Pollock. (PG)

and
McCABE and MS. MLER S

Movie Review

siege" is Ca
By SUEV ROSEZWEIG

'State of SieW" was siged by the
American Film Institute for a gala
performance in the Kennedy Center in
Washngton. After being viewed by A.FJ.
president, George Stevens Jr. (a
McGovenite Democrat), it was dropped.
Stevens claimed that the film rationalized
an act ofassassinationand was in bad taste
as an entry for the Center. Charges of
censorship were made. Prancois Truffaut
refracted his latest film from the Center's
program as protest. Andrew Sarris
resigned his seat in the A.FJ. Gaul was
disspirited but the film then opened in
New York to rave reviews.

State of Siege has generated the type
of controversy that the New York Times
Art and Leisure section seems to thrive
on. Ile names of Costas-Gavras and
Franco Solinas, the director and
co-scenarist are frequently in the milieu
to debate. As far as Gavras is concerned,
the debate centers around esthetics as
much as it does around politics. His
recent politically oriented films, "Z'" and
"'Me Confession"' have been the first
strngly opinionated films that have
coinddingly presented entertainment on
the mass level. "Z" was an indictment
against the Greek military junta; it was a
_pmic insight sped with direct

Anti-Amianism and it won the
A -y A- d for Best Foreign Film.

Gavas style had been previoly
established in The Sleeping-Cm
Murders." He is a slick storyteller, he
makes thlers. Yet, he has serious
convictions interwoven. As a

propagadst, In contrast to Jean-Luc

Godard, he is barely didactic. Whereas
Godard p a s revolution largely by
revolutionizing the form of the Ulm itself,
Gavras retains the bourgeoie form (and
has been compared to Hitchcock). The
film l ge he uses is joualistic. To
speed up the paoe he employs fast
cutting, (this is a technique and not a
form as is Ei ein's montage), zoom
lem, and he has retained a conventional
tho an excellent soundtrack. Does

Gavras sarie form for essence? Yes;
Ws is especily true in "State of Siege."
Franco Soin pow script of "The
Battle of Algiers," an -agitatioal film
depicting French Ip w
censored in France for st -year uni
finally granted entry. Hee,, aa, he
manipulates many people in lre scales

Warren BIW, JuliseIe, am ROM
Auberionois. Direced by Robert Alt.
(R)

PORT A:FIERSON ART CINEMA
YOUNG WINS )N-tarring Robert
Shaw, Anne fiancroft, and Simon Ward.
Directed by Richard Attenborouh. (PG)

and
I NEVZR SANG FOR MY
FATHER-sing Melvyn Dous, Gene
Hackman, and Dorothy Stickney.
Directed by Gilbert Cates. (PG)

JERRY LEWIS RONKONKOMA
VAULT OF HORROR-starring Glynis
Johns, Terry-Thomasatd Daniel Massey.
Directed by Roy Ward Baker. (R)

and
THE MIND SNATCHERS

SIT7A VEN MALL
BED CAREER-X)

FOX TfIEATER .
DEIEI THRUST-(R) a film about karate,
or so they say.

Dntroversial
on the sceen-the result: a (liberal)
middle du orientated Mim witout a
protagonist, an outrageous violation of its
very nature.

Political As tion
The plot centers around Phillip Michael

Santbre, a former Mid-West police chief
who as a representative of AJ.D. traveled
to certain Latin American countries in an
effort to educate the police in

mmunication emergencies, namely
torture. The electro-torture is quickly
seen being employed on a man's testicles,
etc. Santore is kidnapped by an outlawed
leftist group who ultimately vote to kill
him. Actually Santore is seen through
their ideological eyes and they do
rationalize and weigh the arguments of
political assassination.Gavras claims that
the events depicted are true
re-enactments of the Daniel Mitrione
incident in Uruguay and the impotence of
the government to save this man's life.
They refused to release political prisoners
and used the incident instead as a reactive
assignment against the underground
group. The film was shot, by the way, in
Allende's Chile.

A major problem in the film is the
charater of Santore, payed by Yves

Montand. According to his role we would
think him a brutal Naz type. However,
Gav ppos displas him In a
sympatetic light; in the end he writes a
eter to his wife wh puffed eyes after
esiing himself to his fate and declrin

his anti-communist eings. He is not
seen as the n r he su sedly is, but
rather a a dupe of his government, a
mislead right-wing, ideologue. Poof! goes
the p c effect and the political
tenaci of the film is up in the air. Was
the act justified? No. In what had to be
larifed In an interview, Gan= reported

that he was against all forms of political
violence, an inedible iy de
aU the footage he devoted to radial
rhetoric and the ratiaion of the
assassinatottsetf amongst the geillas.
Furthermore, I sawM nd as precisely
what be a to be; a suave French

ileual; be is sorey miscast and the
much so&It after Geoqe C. Scott or
Gene H woud ha bee more
suitable in the role (but they weren't
avaiable.) te of Siege" 9fes ber as
movie then e innt as a film but
even so it i not as enetaning as the
very samila "Z."

COCA SUNAWAY MOVZE
THB GO-BTEN^ar_ g Jn
C s, Alm Bae, and Dominic Guard.
DiecIa by Joseph Lowy. (PG)

Tw Go-Between, director Joseph
IAseys #uizd _n1Lollbrton wit Harold
Pinter finds UN two mm once again

_nterstd in e _xpoin the ites
,eg bene p d hny.

lTe surfaces, Edwardian summe with
young ladies lolling the afternoons away
in hmmocks, their ces shaded by
parsos while young men read aloud
hpters Dfrom the latest fiction - are

shimmering and- elegant; the mood is
graefu and traquil.

Joseph Losey's Cannes Festival winner
in which a young boy beas the
go-between for a secret love affd
between the beautiful heiress of the
manor (Jule Chrisie) and her amily's
tenant - (Alan Bates). Te time is
1900, the season is summor, and the

oence is at its mh les. Te
tlm, which is apleure to just look at, is
a cafull, oon ed sat g
polished wsueces to expose the gess
beseth

{Llod Iet

FRIDAY and SATURDAY MIDNTI
and

SUNDAY l 0:30 p.mn
YIZOIW SUBMARNE-voices of John
Caive, Geoffrey Huohes, Peter Batten, and
Paul Angelus as the Beatles. Directed by
George Dunning. (G)

While Pepperland stands for life, color,
music, and love, Yellow Submarine has
too much of all of them. Eighty-five
minutes is stretching it a bit too much.
Every aspect of this beautifully made
work could have been presented in thirty
minutes', and no one would have yawned.

The story, a sort of "modyssey,"

By MICAL E SAAC
A medn im cnte hau said duat

neeng a Si s too ea. Thk refes mot
to Mim pie, or the at o vie
homes, but to the hlm s da
mbatd. 8tle Kafmml s s it i
easer to we a Mm ta to d a book or
to listen to some muse. "Ther is
som1thing of a woehousefeeling about
this im ease, a whiff of lazy i
in the darkne$ss he wlites.

And he may have a point. I think I
could wath Man Is' movies
forever, and the a three houns of
2001, A Spaoe Odygey (this week at
Three Vilage and Jer Lewis Coram)
seemed tike only an bour to me e the
second time I saw it. tpn again COCA's
Yedow _ Young Winstoo (PoXt
efferson Art ), and ohers, are

had to sit t brIugh even once.
But my main DMitiismi of Stanley

Kaffan's theory is that be probab
has never sat in the liaH 100 seats
fo any leith ofti (not thate has at'
AH). How ayone can say that wathn a
moie in Me Ie.Iuae Hal is esy is

_me, unbes be or sbe has an

Th sp of a dmoe -and the
Marx l Bee vE do it every me - is
wbn it can ove i the aicaoOf
the Hal seats and nake one
foiet oes neck And ht's
amy"'i Wit easy.

CINMA 100
HORSE FEAT'HERS-starting the Marx
Brothers, Thelma Todd, and David
Iandau. Directed by Norman McLeod.

and
MONKEY BUSINESS-starring the Marx
Brothers, Thelma Todd, and Tom
Kennedy. Directed by Norman McLeod.

and

"A young boy s the betwn for a secI t low affair bet the beutlful
an of manor (Jullc CbrbUe) aWd kr tenant fanmr (Alan Bates)..'

COCONUTS- starrng the Marx
Brothe-s, Mary Eaton, and Oscar Shaw.
Directed by Joseph Santley and Robert
Florey.

An evening with the Max Brothers is
an evening of total insanity. While
Coconuts , is the 4 brothes in the infancy
of their career in the infancy of a new
medium (the sound film), Hose F s
and Monkey show what a great
dIfence thie years cans make. 'he
latter two films are Groucho, Harpo,
Chico and Zeppo at their very best.

They contain some of Groueho's best
onelines, some of Harpo's most beautifu
piao «and hap paing, and some of
Cb sazet ida. wfle the tuatis
in the tII Mm my graft - rm
Gucao as of a colege to the
four of them as so a shpl,
they are eally all the saw. he, woWd of
the Man Brothers one we d
esa g to once if a while, o matter
how many tims we"" Wm t* before.

inoes a great deal of fantasy and
1a, but it is the --f colors

that mae Yelow Sie a totally
visual experdeoCe. With the slipt
exceptin of istening to some

el-known Beatle sonp in the
bckground, I found myself staring at the

pattens of colos and ignrng the tory.
But after an hour or so, I fd myself a
bit bored. Overdoing a good thing can
eally kill it, as Yedow Suine can
away WI you.

n VILLAGE 77EATER
d .

JERRY LEWIS CORAM
2001, A SPACE ODYS9SEY-itaxug Keir

Dullea. WIam Sylee, and Guy
Lockwood. D le by S I Rubrck.
(G),

BROO..AVEN T AEAZER
THE FRENCH CONNOsg-
Gene H _kan, Fe ROande ad
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